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Renton and Rosie Murray
at their Hillside Pottery.
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THE DUNEDIN FILE
The file opened last year when Betty Gill from the Otago Potters Group sent notes indicating enthusiastic

activit among members. Then Christine Dukes sent long awaited news about what some of the graduates from
the Po ytechnic ceramics course were
for, so I spent a week in Duned1n in May.

The past two years has been a period
of growth for pottery in Otago, and
much support has come from a more
appreciative and discerning public.
The Otago Potters Group now has its
own rooms offering workshop
facilities that were not available in its
former rented premises. Although
there are no regular classes here, the
experienced members assist beginners
and there are the usual weekend
schools given by visiting potters.
Otago potters have the added advan-
tage of classes at the Polytech and the
experience of Polytech tutors for
workshop sessions. Potters acknow-
ledge a debt to Michael Trumic, Alan
Caiger-Smith, Christopher Vine, Bruce
and Estelle Martin and Neil Grant who
have contributed to the recent experi-
ence of the potters and perhaps be-

From: Dunedin Portrait of a City by Shona McFarlane...
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doing. We felt a full report on the entire potting scene in Otago was called
Imet working studio potters, pioneer potters, tutors and students,

struggling graduates, museum people: and built up the story from many points of View.
Margaret Harris

Lawson Fraser 36cm high, brown glaze, spiral decoration on
shoulders. He is a N.Z.S.P, member and when he finishes as

cause of these injections the standard
ofwork shown at the last annual exhib—
ition was much higher. The overall
improvement in competence of ex—
hibitors and more stringent selection
criteria are setting standards for Otago
potters that were previously out of
reach of most.

On an individual level, where five
years ago there were no full—time pot-
ters in Dunedin, there are now several.
The first established was Beryl Iowett.
Of the others most are graduates of the
Polytechnic ceramics course who
come from outside Dunedin and de—
cided to stay in the area after complet-
ing the course. Richard Booker is
working in Hampden, 50 miles north
of Dunedin; David Cook is sharing his
workshop and they have a shop in

head oftheArtDepartmentatthe Dunedin Teachers'College he
will be potting fulltime. He has helped Dunedin potters with
technical problems.

Hampden selling their own work and
that of printmaker Barry Cleavin.
Kevin Griffin has a workshop at War—
rington. Rachael Cameron and several
others share a workshop in central
Dunedin, but work on an individual
basis.

Nowhere in the country are there so
many contributing threads to the pot—
tery craft as there are in Dunedin. If the
distinctly separate strands emerging
from the Polytechnic graduates and
the experienced potters from the group
ply into a strong mesh there could be a
springboard for development of na—
tional significance. Even Dunedin’s
comparative isolation has its own ad-
vantages to artists and craftsmen want-
ing to grow without influence, so long
as they remember that pots are for peo-
ple.
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Otago Potters
Group

The first Otago potters, digging their
own clay, using homebuilt wheels and
unpredictable kilns, formed a group,
meeting occasionally at the library to
share experiences. Oswald Stephens
whose influence extended throughout
Otago and Southland was the father of
this group. Among early potters were
Greta Graetzer, Ina Arthur, Isobel
Brown, Nan Paterson and Lila and Bert
Coker, all working in earthenware.
The only potter making stoneware was
Helen Dawson.

Then Maria Thomson built a small
Barry Brickell type kiln and when she
won control ofit she started producing
ware with chun and copper red glazes
which she has continued to develop.

Into this group came Beryl Iowett
bringing some potting experience. She
adapted the kiln for stoneware firing.
The group asked Beryl to lead a work—
shop and since property and finance
were involved the group became an
incorporated society and she was the
first president.

Nineteen seventy six was a miles-
tone for Otago Potters Group when it
acquired its own headquarters. An
energetic nucleus of members secured
financial backing ($4,000 coming from
QEZ and Sport and Recreation Fund
grants] to buy a former builder’s con—
crete block premises with workshop
space, kitchen, all other amenities and
parking for twenty cars. Energy gener-
ated out of need for support has stimu-
lated member potters and brought in
keen new people making a very active
society of potters in Dunedin.

for cooks
Otago potters have collected a host of
tasty recipes, soups, breads; and meat
dishes that cook while you spend a
day in the workshop with a clear con-
science. If you would like the recipes,
and at the same time help the Group
payfor its rooms, send $2 to Beryl Iow-
ett, Mosgiel, RD. l. Otago.

Potters

At last an illustrated directory of New
Zealand Society potters with marks
and map and other useful information
will be published early next year.

Anglo Saxon burial urn from Yorkshire,
on display at the Otago museum

photo: Otago Museum

outlets
Connoisseur, George St, have the
widest range of pots, from suppliers
throughout the country.
The teahouse at Lindisfarne at East
Taieri on state highway 1, south from
Dunedin, has a small art and craft gal-
lery selling quality local work. To
maintain high standards the owners
expect suppliers themselves to be
selective. The display area is designed
to show work to advantage in a build-
ing compatible with its wooded sur-
roundings. The owners are prepared to
extend the scope of the gallery if it is
supported.
At the Port Gallery on the waterfront at
Port Chalmers, Ruby Hanan runs a
small shop with promising dash and
flair.
Moray Gallery deals in paintings, but
displays a few pots.
Dawsons downstairs in George St,
sells some pottery but predominantly
stocks sheepskin and leather.
Three Dimensions, Lower Stewart St,
sells some pottery.

at the museum
The Otago Museum in Great King

Street has a useful collection of pottery
in a ceramics section and scattered
throughout the ethnic displays. The
collection is strong in Islamic pieces
and early civilisations particularly the
classical world. The Otago Potters
Group holds its annual exhibition in
the museum foyer and the museum
always buys something, not always the
best display pieces — sometimes it is a
choice a potter might not agree with.
Last year it was three coffee cups. Ac-
quisition policy has been to secure
pots that show all aspects of our
potter’s work.

It also collects colonial pottery con-
centrating 0n the Milton, Otago pot-
tery to provide an important source of
social history for pottery students. For
the same reason it is building up on a
collection of Crown Lynn ware.

The collection is used by the
museum staff as a teaching reference
and they will always provide access to
whatever is on display or in store. This
is an ethnological collection rather
than an aesthetic choice, so the em-
phasis is different to that of the Auck—
land Museum.

Lectures given to students by Lin—
den Cowell at the museum are:

c Beginnings. Neolithic cultures,
modern, primitive and peasant
societies. Early civilisations.

o Traditions and developments. The
Islamic Empire and contacts with
China and Europe.

0 China. China and its influence on
Korea, SE. Asia and Japan.

0 China, Japan and Europe. The de«
cline of ceramics in China and the
export trade to Europe from the east.

0 The Industrial Revolution. Craft re-
vivial movements from William
Morris to Leach and Yanagi.

0 Time and Space. A discussion ofthe
value of museum collections for the
potter. This will range from purely
technical aspects through to patron-
age and the philosophy ofthe potter.

Museum hours:
Mon — Fri IOa.m.—5p.m.
Saturday 1 p.m.—5p.m.
Sunday 2 p.m.—5p.m.
Closed Good Friday, Christmas Day,

Labour Day
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Beryl Jowett
Beryl Iowett‘s outstanding contribu—

tion to potting in Otago and her leader-
ship as first president 0fthe Otago Pot—
ters Group were acknowledged last
year when she was made a life
member. The years of her presidency
were a period when interest was
stimulated to a wider circle, an active
workshop set new standards to be at—
tained and stoneware potting took root
in an area which had previously
confined itself to earthenware.

As Beryl’s family grew up she had
more time to further her own progress,
working with local materials for body
and glazes. Four years ago she estab-
lished herself as a full-time potter at
Whare Flat, in a forested valley near
Dunedin. The workshop is a century-
old former school and alongside is the
school house lent to her daughter
Peggy Stedman who has been working
with her for the past three years. Peggy
works mostly on moulded and deco—
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rated ware. Any potters needing help
are welcome on Fridays of each week.

Whare Flat, on the edge ofthe Taratu
coalfield, is rich in minerals and clays
of various kinds alongside very pure
fine, quartz sand, glauconite, schists
and marls. Beryl uses these close at
hand materials. She plans also to make
use of the forest for fuel and will be
experimenting with wood firing in the
oil kiln that has a firemouth adaptable
for the purpose. With her husband
Geoff, Beryl has built several oil fired
kilns at the pottery and at home near
Mosgiel.

Most of Beryl’s pottery sold through
the showroom at the pottery, is domes—
tic ware, individual in style and not
consciously influenced by any other
potter.

Many Dunedin potters have been
taught by Beryl, encouraged by her
sharing philosophy and particularly
altruistic outlook.

The school, now Whore Flat Pottery, left, and above the schoolhouse. Milking nanny, one offour milking goats, a 5.30 am activity at home
before spending the day at the pottery.

photos: Geoff Iowett and Michael de Hamel

Finding your own materials for the non scientific Potter Beryl Jowett
When I came to New Zealand 15

years ago I wanted to make stoneware
pottery — a change of country seemed
a good time to make the change from
earthenware to stoneware. Everybody
said you had to make earthenware in
the South Island except for Nelson
which had everything for making pot-
tery including the climate for drying
clay. In Dunedin the pots would never
dry —in fact they would freeze, “they”
said; this did happen just once, and I
took good care it never happened
again.

The first thing for me to do was find a
clay which would mature at the temp—
erature needed for the glazes I wanted

to make —- glazes made from “found”
materials. Glaze materials were cer-
tainly easy to find: they were all
around me wherever I went —— grits,
gravels, sands, crumbly rock and
clays.

In those days we had five young
children and we loved camping, so
when we went anywhere in our Vol—
kswagon Kombi van, I put in my five
dustbins. They went into the van be-
fore the children were allowed in.
After that it was easy. As we drove
along, every time I saw something I felt
I could grind up in an old corn grinder.
Iyelled “stop". Sometimes this did not
work, as by the time Geoff had col—

lected his frightened wits, we would
be way past and we NEVER turned
back as a punishment for scaring t
driver. But when we returned home we
usually had the bins full. We collected
everything which looked interesting,
beautiful and easy to grind up. Some—
times appearances were deceptive as I
found with lumps of pumice when I
learned that it was glass of a sort.

Road cuttings are a valuable source
of materials easily accessible and so
are the beaches of freshwater lakes.
Don’t forget too, roadworks and quar-
ries where there is machinery for
crushing. Very fine dust from these
machinesis most suitable glaze mater—
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ial and the quarry owners are usually
happy to let a potter take some away.
The same is the case with stone-
masons. Usually these people are very
interested and appreciate seeing later
the results of your experiments.

When we got the materials home I or
the children ground them up [as the
children grew older it was sixpence a
time). We ground them fine enough to
go through an 80 mesh sieve. Later we
built a ball mill also from found mater—
ials and this was the greatest asset I
ever had in the pottery. I put a blob of
the material mixed with water on a
piece of old kiln shelf or broken his-
que, and fired it to 1280°c maximum. If
a glaze wasn’t formed and the stuffdid
not melt, then I added ash in ever in-
creasing proportions with 5% Hyde
ball clay (also a local material here), to
help the glaze stay on the pot and to
help hold the glaze in suspension.

Eventually of course, I wanted to
know what the materials were which
we had collected and I had to get read-
ing and asking questions. The children
helped a bit with what they learned at
school. I have had training in both
Geography, specialising in Topo-
graphy, and Geology, but at this time
in a strange country I did not use these
assets; my approach was entirely em—
pirical and I am glad it was, because
the family was able to join in at their
own levels and help me and together
we put two and two together. It was a
voyage of discovery for us all and we
learned to tie up vegetation and land
formations with underlying material
and often material content. The point I
am making is that you can make glazes
without knowing a thing about what
they are. If you do know or can find
out, then you can make an educated
guess at how much of other things you
are likely to need to make a good qual-
ity glaze.

One very important point;ALWAYS
make a note of where you found the
materials. Man can change landscapes
drastically in a short time and materi-
als can look different according to
whether they are wet or dry.

As for the clays, until recently I have
never found anything just on my door-
step. I have always had to collect dif-
ferent clays and mix them to make a
stoneware body. At first I asked
McSkimmings for help and they made
suggestions which eventually worked,
but I found that by the time I had col-
lected all the different materials to-
gether, much travelling, petrol, time
and labour were called for, so I turned
to Ian McPherson’s admirable clay
bodies and have used them ever since
to a large extent.

However when I started the Whare

Flat Pottery and became a full-time
potter, I promised myselfthat one dayI
would investigate the clays around my
pottery. Three years later I am doing
this. At first I noticed a very yellow
plastic clay — “they” had said you
can’t use yellow clay — too much lime
— terrible things happen. However
Whare Flat is forested with exotics and
the garden grows rhododendrons so I
thought there cannot be too much
lime, so Peggy and I tried a few
bucketsful. We found a rubbish tip
which had been bulldozed out and
there was a huge mound of this yellow
clay upturned.We asked permission to
take it and found we could use it as is.
It proved to be very plastic, 8 joy to
throw, with a high wet to dry shrink-
age, and we fire it between 1080°c —
1200°caccordingto whether we wanta
porous medium red planter, or an al—
most vitrified deep rusty red article.
Sieved with 8% manganese oxide we
have a good black slip, and Peggy is
turning out some interesting pottery in
black and red. All our planters and
outdoor pots are made from this clay.
We have a Codes Mark III pugmill and
it takes us less than an hour to set offin
the landrover, collect as much clay as
we want and put it straight through the
pugmill. A good 21/2 cwts of clay is
ready to use the next day.

Behind the pottery is a quartz pebble
quarry, and the old inhabitants of
Whare Flat got their own coal from
nearby — you can see the lumps stick—
ing out of the quarry face. This led me
to look for fireclay in the area. We
prospected noticing where the puddles
stayed — as clay is impervious to
water, and then we dug. Every time we
came across small amounts we tested
and found it was still very porous at
1300°c. We did some tests adding some
yellow clay to bring down the temper-
ature. We made small test bars using
different percentages of yellow clay to
white [or sometimes it was black].
Each bar was 7 cms long with two lines
drawn 5 cms apart marked on its face.
The width ofeach bar 3 cms, the thick—
ness 1 cm. These were measured bet-
ween the lines in the wet, dry, bisqued
[1000°c] and glost [1280°c] states, and
the shrinkage calculated. We also
noted any tendency to warping and
tested for porosity by weighing the
bars after firing at 1280°c, and cold
from the kiln, then soaking in water for
24 hours and reweighing. and cal-
culating the amount ofwater taken up.
The sample we chose to use as our
body had a total shrinkage of 14% and
a negligible porosity. We still have to
test for thermal shock and chipping,
but this can be done by domestic
usage. However there is so much

quartz sand on Where Flat and both
Clays have a good amount of it in them
that we are a little cautious of going
full steam ahead into ovenware until
we have tested for thermal shock resis-
tence. At present I am subjecting 3 cas-
serole to the rigours of hot ovens and
cold surface and so far I have reason to
rejoice.

We put the clay mixtures straight
through the pug mill as it is so clean,
but if we have to dry, soak and sieve
the clays it will no longer be a viable
proposition for us as clay does not dry
naturally in our wet forest and we do
not have the room to dry the quantities
we need artificially with heat.

The forestry people have become
very interested in what we are doing
and have offered to dig anywhere for
us in our search for a reasonable quan-
tity of fireclay. They keep turning up
with interesting finds and we have
discovered a local source of greensand
for our brilliant red, enamel-like glaze.
Opposite our gate is a deposit of
weathered schist (crumbly, greeny,
silky rock) which needs 50% ash to
make a red black mottled glaze at
1280°C. This means that over the last
year we have been able to make a to-
tally local product.

Collecting ash is easy for us. Neigh—
bouring farmers cut down trees —
burn them, and call us in to collect the
ash, several sacks full at a time. In the
early days we took the van to collect
reeds or bullrushes because we needed
ash from these plants for our chin
glazes.

We do most of our firing now in an
electric kiln and I find ifwe leave a fair
amount of charcoal in the ash we can
get similar effects as from the oil kiln
in reduction.

As pottery materials become more
readily available from suppliers, craft
potters are doing less for themselves. I
hope that this account of my adven-
tures finding my own materials will
help others to experience the excite—
ment that comes from their discovery
and use.

Being in close contact with the earth
and its associated life, one becomes
more and more aware of shapes, col-
ours, textures, patterns and move-
ment, which is bound to be expressed
in your work as you become more skil-
led in the basic techniques of potting.
You do not need a scientific back-
ground — only a consuming love for
making pottery of the earth. I urge you
to try it.

For the scientifically minded there is
Jim Schofield’s new book “Materials
for the New Zealand Potter,” reviewed
on page 22. Ed.
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Water bottles, red burnished slip decoration.
Below: red burnished pot, white and blue slip decoration, Ht 19 cm. Red burnished pot
incised decoration, Ht 30 cm,

photos: Carole Church

Burnished
pots

Jacquie Roberts

My interest in earthenware pottery
began in childhood in Argentina
South America where I lived until I
was eighteen. In Argentina, Chile and
Uruguay clay vessels were in common
use in everyday life, and even dogs ate
out of earthernware bowls. The pots
used ranged from vessels and artifacts
made by Indians in the Andean vil—
lages of Argentina and Chile to the
domestic ware products from factories
on the outskirts of larger cities. In
Uruguay the influence of Spanish and
Portuguese pottery bought by the col-
onisers in the 18th Century is very
strong. There are many clayworks
where bricks and “half round" roofing
tiles are produced.

Because ofthis background it seems
natural for me to work with earthern-
ware clay. The ideal clay for my pur-
pose is fine textured with a low matur-
ing point. Small and medium sized
pots are wheel thrown, the larger ones
are coil built. Shapes flare widely from
a small base, as this helps to show off
the polished surface. Pots are ready for
burnishing at a critical stage in dry-
ness, when more than leather hard, but
not quite dry. I apply a clay slip with a
brush, a small area at a time, working
from the base up to the middle, and
rotating the pot as I work around — as
the coat begins to dry the burnishing
starts. This is done by running the sur-
face with a smooth stone, with quick
strokes, until a patina appears — the
whole process is repeated until a good
polish results. Finally I polish with a
cloth wrapped in polythene.

The process of burnishing is best
done under a hot sun. Decoration over
the burnish is possible by applying
slip. Firing temperatures must not ex-
ceed 1000°C or the patina will be lost.

Slip for burnishing:
4 parts ball clay J mix with water
3 or 4 parts of an oxide)

Put through an 80 mesh seive
Add enough water to make a medium
to thin slip

Jacquie Roberts pots at home at Half
Mile Bush on the outskirts ofDunedin.
She is building up her workshop hours
and is an enthusiastic member of
Otago Potters Group.
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Gillian Pope
Brickell‘s specifications [with some
modifications). as published in Potter
16/2. She had an electric kiln before
and keeps it as a standby.

Gillian Pope is a studio potter living
with her family on Otago Peninsula.
Gillian does not make pottery for a liv-
ing, nevertheless she is fully commit—
ted, with her own workshop and wood
burning kiln. on a part—time basis.

Both she and her husband Chris
have science backgrounds and a know—
ledge of local materials. Gillian makes
her own stoneware body from Waikiwi
fire clay and a local clay she digs some-
times from the roadside outside her
property. She fires in a 30 cubic foot
bark-burning kiln built to Barry

Gillian‘s interest in pottery started
when she was young, living with her
family adjacent to McSkimmings
brickworks. Later she attended Pat
l’errin‘s classes at Avondale College in
Auckland and then in Britain at the
Colleges ofArt at Belfast and in Bristol.
Only over the past five years has she
found adequate time for potting.

She is an enthusiastic worker for the

Otago Potters Group and she attributes
her recent progress in the craft to clas-
ses held for the group by Michael
Trumic. Since decoration is her forte
she found Alan Caiger—Smith’s school
an inspiration. What improvements in
technique she learned from him ena-
bled her to develop her designs with
new freshness and flair.

Most of her pottery is functional.
She particularly enjoys making bowls
and items which lend themselves to
decoration. The photographs are taken
from a one man exhibition held in the
Otago Museum foyer in May.

New Zealand Potter

Opposite left: ball, slip glaze with design scraped through. Opposite
below: jug, 280 mm high, rock glaze all over in brown and black, wax
resist brushwork overcoated with ash glaze. The bowl, 260 mm wide, talc
glaze all over, brushed with iron chromate, colour grey and deeper
grey/green

Firing with wood
Our kiln started out to be a two

burner, catenary arch, oil burning trol—
ley kiln to a design ofLawson Fraser‘s.
However with the inner arch built we
went offto the Potters‘ D00 76 at Driv-
ing Creek, Coromandel, where we
were converted to wood firing. On re—
turn Vand after soul searching we pul-
led down everything and started again
from scratch using the catenary arch
Chamber [0.85 cu metres} but with a
Dutch oven fire box with step grate
similar to one Barry Brickell had built
at Port Chalmers and later described in
detail in Potter Vol. 18/2.

One modification we have made is a
perforated bag wall — an idea from the
Lawson Fraser design. By adjusting
the height of the bag wall and the size
of the gaps in the wall we have gone
from hotter on the top, to hotter on the
bottom, and now have reached a pretty
even vertical temperature with a slight
fall—off at the lower back, [useful for
planters). The largest holes are at the
bottom at the sides (about one third of a
brick in size]. with smaller gaps [ap-
proximately 30 mm] every alternate
brick increasing to one quarter brick
sized holes at the sides.

We are working on the principle that
if there is plenty of heat around the
edges the middle will take care of it-
self. Note after a couple of firings only
a crowbar will alter the bag wall so its
advisable to leave larger gaps than
needed — a small piece of brick in a
large hole will greatly alter the flow.

The chamber has a checker of bricks
as described by Barry Brickell [Potter
Vol 17/1] over fluesleading to a chim-
ney 460 x 230 for 2550 mm which nar-
rows to 350 x 230 mm gradually into a
230 diameter metal pipe 1 500mm long
making a total oft-3.6 m. The wicket and
back walls are built outside the cate—
nary arch and braced together — this
makes for very simple bricking up.

Initially we used bark [Pinus
radiata] to fire with. This is free for the

gathering from around the logging op-
erations on Port Chalmers wharf. It is
worth being choosey when gathering,
as the bigger the pieces the better. Bark
can be 30 — 50 mm thick and 300 mm
or more long but more typically 30 mm
and 130—200 mm long. A cone 8 firing
takes about (150 cu ft) 4 — 5 cu metres
ofbark. Make no mistake bark firing is
hard work. The fire needs constant
feeding and the bark doesn’t shovel
well. A good pair of heavy duty gloves
are a must as it is very abrasive. The
resinous smell, however is delightful.

During a very wet autumn last year
the bark became too sodden and we
found a good supply of demolition
wood. Demolition wood is almost exc—
lusively rimu, very dry and is quickly
cut into suitable lengths [approxi—
mately 760 mm), with a small chain
saw. Stoking is much easier than with
bark — nails, door hinges etc. all drop
down into the ash pit. The step grate
burns demolition dwangs and studs
[100 x 50) very well right up to the end
of the firing, mixed with some split 25
mm boards for the last hour or two. but
we don’t do much splitting.

Using the step grate with either bark
or wood, all the fire bars should be kept
clear ofash and Charcoal buildup from
below otherwise the bars get too hot
and bend, and the fire doesn’t go as
well. We have found it best to fire with
the primary air tie. the ash pit area]
wide open and the stoke hole a com-
fortable size for feeding — about 200 x
200.

Our firing schedule is to light up at
about 6am keeping a small fire going
for several hours gradually building
up until it is going as fast as possible
without smoking. which usually takes
till about 113m. The fire will smoke
and steam like a normal household fire
for the first hour, but after that with
careful firing. not too much fuel at one
time, it is possible to keep it smokeless.
By 11.30am the top of the Dutch oven

Gillian Pope

nearest the chamber is hot enough to
cook girdle scones and Welsh cakes for
lunch. As firing is very much a family
affair with us, kiln cooking greatly
adds to everyone‘s enjoyment. In the
evening a few spadesful of glowing
charcoal are removed from the ash pit
to cook the steak on the barbecue. Foil
wrapped potatoes, parsnips. bananas
etc do well in the ash pit. We have yet
to try it to spit roast.

Some 13 — 15 hours from light—up
cone 8 is reached and the glowing test
rings are drawn. A steady fire is kept
up for a further hour to soak, then the
firebox is left open for another hour by
which time the kiln temperature has
dropped considerably and the fire is a
low mass of glowing embers. The
Dutch oven is then bricked up and the
fire is drawn from the base of the
chimney. This hour open is important
as our first firing was a failure when
bricked up at full heat — everything
came out very matt although the test
rings drawn were glossy.

We feel wood firing is not a one-man
job. The constant stoking and heat
would be hard if not dangerous for
one, but is a pleasure for two.

In loading the kiln we have found it
best to place bowls close under the
shelves and never on the top shelf.
This avoids any gritty ash in the bot-
tom. lt may mean standing bowls on a
brick or something well sprinkled
with fine washed white beach sand.
Ash build—up is naturally greatest in
front ofthe holes in the bag wall and at
the back [flue side] of the top shelf. It is
best to put round shouldered things
here. With lidded pots. extra care
needs to be taken on these places to
paint galleries well with alumina and
not to glaze lids as near the edge as
usual.

Cones should be protected from ash
and the direct path offlame to get a true
result.
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Otago Polytechnic

ceramics course
It is five years since the ceramics

department, offering the only full—
time pottery training in New Zealand.
was established in Dunedin. It is part
ofthe SchoolofFine and AppliedArts.
a school over 100 years old. now under

the control of the Otago Polytechnic.
Courses are provided in the following
three categories

The diploma students in stage one
and two do three hours a week cover—
ing wheel and hand made techniques.

Art School
diploma students
as part of their diploma course

Stage one 3 classes
Stage two 2 classes
Stage three 8-10 students

who opt for ceramics
as a major study

Part—time 6 night classes (18 per class]
5 day classes

Full-time ceramic course '12 to 18 students

kiln management, basic chemistry
and geology In the third year those
who opt for ceramics as a major study
do 18 hours a week.

The part-time Classes are open to
adults with a maximum of 18 per
class. The day classes operate three
mornings and two afternoons a week.

The full—time course operates over
the entire school year and students are
eligible for the full tertiary bursary
Applications are accepted each year
and the successful applicants are
notified late in November. At present
the selection ofthe full—time class is on
the basis of the information supplied
by the applicant on the application
form. Acceptance is flexible and pre—
ference is usually given to the older
and more experienced, especially
those who have some potting back—
ground.

Lyall Hallam's vision in 1972 con—
vinced the Polytech of the advantages
of building up a strong ceramics de-
partment and he secured sufficient
funding to get good facilities and
equipment in York Place. Lyall Hal-
lam intended that professional potters
would contribute teaching sessions.
but it hasn‘t worked out that way. The
first visiting potter was Michael
Trumic who became committed
enough to take a permanent post as
tutor when Lyall Hallam departed.
Michael Trumic. tutor-in—charge ofthe
full—time course, has been an en—
thusiastic first leader during its criti-
cal infancy. A man of strong convic—
tions he is an inspiring teacher who
encourages his students to absorb.
think and question so they develop on
the broad front and not only on tech—
nicalities. “Pottery is a three dimen—
sional media. Students must develop
sensitivity to sculptural form and fluid
line."

Geoff Logan. himself a graduate of
the Otago Art School returned from
study in Britain to teach and he
specialises in moulding and semi in—
dustrialised processes.

This year Neil Grant. a potter of re-
pute and an experienced teacher takes
the position of tutor-in—charge of the
ceramics department. He is emphasis-
ing aesthetics beginning with drawing.
“You can’t draw if you can’t see."

With staff of this calibre the
ceramics department has consoli-
dated and is ready to expand the full—
time course over two years— a period
staff and students consider necessary
for an adequate training with scope for
specialisation.

New Zealand Potter

Left: Michael Trumic 35 cm high. russet
glaze with green and purple. from the Otago
Museum Collection

photo: Otago Museum
Right: Michael Trumic comments on re—
sults from the exercise kiln: Neil Grant
takes a drawing class for the full-time
course Below: some students' work
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getting establishe
'iI came to this 90 year old homestead

at Hampden, North Otago two and a
half years ago and set up a temporary
workshop in a room in the house and
built a kiln outside. Subsequently
I have been able to buy the property
and am about to construct a permanent
workshop some distance from the
house because one can take clay in
one’s porridge for just so long. I was
fortunate to receive an Arts Council
Establishment Grant last year which is
of great assistance, for the costs in-
volved in such a project are considera-
ble.

Today with costs ever increasing it
seems a good idea to attempt a certain
amount of cooperation and inter—
change with other potters in the area.
This was the aim of five students from
the first year ceramics course — to or-
ganise a group so that we could remain
in contact and spend some time work—
ing together to exchange ideas and be
stimulated by this interaction. From an
economic point ofview it seems realis-
tic to fully utilise facilities and equip—
ment. How many potters working by
themselves, fire say a 30 cubic foot
plus kiln more than once fortnight? So
we developed a scheme for a workshop
large enough to accommodate four
potters working together at one time.
Just over 10005q ft of enclosed space is
planned, about 7005q ft for the main
workshop and about 4008C] ft for the
kiln area and clay mixing area. At pre-
sent David Cook and I are working to-
gether here. David rents a house
nearby and we make our own clay,
mixed in a blunger we constructed and
heat and air dried in a couple of large
concrete water troughs. We are able to
use local clays which make a good
plastic throwing body. The relative
sandiness is by addition as desired. It
is similar to RMK 11 with a little more
sand, but not so refined, with naturally
occuring impurities — lumps of iron
and quartz — which give it an interest-
ing openness of texture, vitrifying at
cone 10.

The kiln is a single chamber of ap-
proximately 30 cubic feet, diesel-fired
with two stainless steel jet burners to
cone 10 in nine and a half hours. We
are constructing an 80—100 cubic foot
wood and waste oil fired kiln, [i.e. it
can be fired with one fuel or the other
separately or in combination], and a
smaller version of the existing kiln
using the same stack.

Climate here presents some prob-
lems that require precautions to be
taken because it is colder longer in
Otago. You have to be sure that all gen-
erated warmth is retained so that pots

Richard Booker
V

don’t take all year to dry out. This
means well—insulated workshops with
pot belly stoves and enclosed kiln
spaces 7 with recycling heat from kiln
to workshop by a system of vents.
There are however long periods of hot
sunny days when the breezes blow
from Central and every window has to
be open.

North Otago and Otago in general
are well endowed with ceramic mat—
erials so there is the opportunity to
experiment with local materials. The
hills behind Hampden have an easily
accessible ball clay of the same com-
position as the Hyde ball clay. The
local yellow clay underneath forms

from 10-20% ofthe stoneware body we
make here. There are also the refrac—
tory clays from the numerous coal
mines around Ngapara. Hampden had
a brickworks in the old days but we
have not yet pinpointed its location.

The Polytech ceramics course is a
most worthwhile undertaking. How-
ever with such a concentrated course
there are many questions left unans—
wered at the end of a year. Ifit could be
extended to two years with a practical
period working with a potter who
could pass on his particular know—
ledge and experience, the students
would benefit.

Melva Baird
is a graduate of the firstfull—time class,
establishing herself as a domestic
stoneware potter, and is selling as far
afield as Wellington.

“During part—time classes at the
Polytech I had a sense of frustration
because I realised my desire to learn to
pot competently was going to require
much more concentrated effort than
periodic Classes could provide. 80
next year I was an enthusiastic starter
for the full-time course commencing
that year.

The students with ages ranging from
school leavers to retired people,
welded into one family through work-
ing closely together making clay,
building kilns, learning and experi-
menting and solving problems. It was
a liberating personal experience for me
the mother of a growing family, and

without a doubt the course provided
the opportunity to gain knowledge
and experience in one year that takes
some potters years of trial and error.
You learn from the mistakes of others
as well as your own.

Anyone already with a commitment
to pottery, not a beginner, stands to
gain even more from the broad training
in both aesthetics and practice of the
kind offered in the course. To spend an
academic year in Dunedin is not an
impossible idea.

Many students from my year are
working, improving techniques all the
time. If it wasn’t for the fact that to pot
for a living requires money to get es-
tablished. more of the younger stu-
dents would be taking on pottery as a
life style. Unfortunately there are few
openings for working positions with
established potters, which is the kind
of experience they most need.”
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Oswold Step
“When you are old you run short on

energy,” says Oswold climbing surely
to the upper floor of his 30 x 12 ft work-
shop where he spends part of every
day. He makes no concessions to the
zero temperatures outside — and in-
side. The keen sharpness and
confidence of this octogenarian potter
is remarkable.

Both Oswold and his wife are
graduates of Otago University; the
works of art and personal things they
have chosen to have around them must
have been considered avant garde in
their day. Nature has been allowed to
have its way in the front of the roomy
Edwardian villa near the university
precinct in central Dunedin. The back
vegetable garden Oswold tends. He
says he should have been a gardener.
But he was a chemist, graduating Mas—
ter of Science with first class honours
in inorganic chemistry with a view to
going into industry.

The chemistry of glazes for pottery
has been an absorbing passion for fifty
years. In the upstairs workshop hun-
dreds of bottles and bags choke the
shelves. The results ofhis experiments
are tested and documented in the
scientific manner, but “God knows if
anyone could find his way around this
maze.”

As a ten year old boy Oswold recalls
seeing Clem Beck, one ofthe first indi—
vidual potters. firing pots in a round
refractory container. like a big saggar,
with burners underneath. It was an
American Revelite kiln. He had also
seen Harvey Miller at the Normal
School, fire pupil’s pots in a primitive
trench with wood. So when he went to
New Zealand Insulators at Temuka.
and began testing materials, he was
soon taken up with studying the effect
of heat both as a job and a pastime.
Oswold built a forced draught coke
kiln to get up to cone 10 in an hour. He
prospected over the South Island for
raw materials and opened up a clay
seam in Nelson.

In 1934 he suggested to the Educa-
tion Department that pottery be part of
the art curriculum in schools. This
idea was not followed up, but by this
time Oswold had decided to take up
pottery himself. In his position as head
of the chemistry department at the
technical college there were col-
leagues to assist him with the design of
equipment.

He built a wheel from a sewing
machine, [still in use]. A one and a half
cubic foot electric kiln was imported.
but it required a lot ofmodification and
he altered it to take glo-bar rods and
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fired it every day. Then he built himself
a kiln with the help of Stan Hughes of
the physics department. Next came a
small ball mill handling 16 lbs ofclay a
day, [also still in use).

“Had circumstances been 'right I
would have liked to work full—time as a
potter, but the climate for selling crafts
in New Zealand in the ’30s would not
support that. I decided to do mould
work so that I could use unskilled
labour between weekends.” (Yes me,”
says Ailsa Stephens]. They both agree
that Ailsa has put up with a good deal
when domestic equipment like hot—
plates were spirited away to the work—
shop; and lids of Pyrex dishes disap—
peared to be ground up for ingredients.

His first earthenware clay body was
of imported materials, Ball clay from
Devon, China clay from St Austell,
flint from France, potash feldspar from
Norway. Such were the size of his or—
ders that he is using them yet. For
glazes he was constantly experiment—
ing. He made mugs, vases, dinner
plates and other domestic ware. Five
or six shops bought his pottery and
people also came to the house where a
room was set up as a showroom, but
his work was best known through ex-
hibitions with the Otago Art Society.

It was Oswold Stephens who or-
ganised the first New Zealand Potters
Exhibition in Dunedin in 1957 and
then came to Wellington to talk with
Helen Mason and others about ways to
carry on the tradition he had begun.
The committee to organise the second
National Exhibition asked for sub-
scriptions to send out a newsletter to
keep the handful of potters informed.

hens
Because it was intended to publish
useful information, there being so lit-
tle reference material or literature at
the time, the newsletter idea became
instead a magazine, and so 20 years
ago, in August 1958 Vol 1 No I of the
New Zealand Potter was born.

In 1961 Oswold retired and took up
stoneware potting. The new challenge
of grappling with an oil fired kiln still
occupies him.

Good news is that the long promised
organisation of Oswald’s wealth ofin-
formation for publication may take
place. Pamela Webster, finding Cen—
tral Otago’s winter too cold for work-
ing in the stone pub which is her Mt Ida
Pottery, has offered to come and assist
Oswold put his material into order.
Good Luck. Ed.

Letter from
Oswold

. . . .Iwould like to help you in your
work for the journal even if only in a
small way. There are three glazes that
the Chinese thought highly of — green
and blue celadon, chun, and here’s fur.

I have got fairly close to them so I
thought for a start I would write a de-
scription of them one at a time —

Hare’s Fur
First a thin coat of my N0. 58

Potash feldspar 80
White Clay 10
Flint 60
Whiting 25
Barium carbonate 25
Zinc oxide 6
Calcined bones 8
Black iron oxide 1

This is a very Viscous glaze
Over this apply a medium coat of my
No. 100

Potash feldspar 68
Whiting 22
Red Clay 8
Alumina 1 1/2
Titanium oxide 11
Manganese oxide 11

and fire to cone 9 with reduction
Experiments will need to be done to

determine the thickness of glaze 1 00. If
too thin —no hare’s fur — if too thick it
will run. Better stop the coat of glaze
100 a short way from the base ofthe pot
as there will be formed an aubergine
rim and the glaze will not run off.

96 Clyde St, Dunedin
8th Sept. 1976
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playing alonga mud
Nicole Kolig. a graduate of the first
Polytechnic course used her experi-
ence to teach Australian Aborigines
when she accompanied her husband
on an anthropological field trip from
the University of Otago.

Australian Aborigines traditionally
lacked pottery. They seemed unaware
that necessary raw materials exist in
abundance in most areas of the Au—
stralian continent. and that simple
forms of pottery production. for purely
functional purposes. do not require
highly refined techniques. Even along
Australia‘s northern coasts where
Aborigines in pro—European times.
over centuries, had friendly contacts
with pottery—producing Indonesian
deep—sea fishermen, staunch cultural
conservatism apparently prevented
them from adopting pottery making.

In 1975. Nicole was commissioned
by the Education Department of West—
ern Australia. Adult Aboriginal Edu-
cation Branch. to conduct an introduc—
tory course in pottery for Aborigines at
Fitzroy Crossing. a small country town
(European population (3.50.
Aborigines (2.700] about 2,000 km
north of Perth. in the tropical Kimber-
ley region. It derives modest impor—
tance as an oasis. complete with petrol
bowser and pub. within a radius of
some 400 km of uninviting. parched
bush land.

Prior to Nicole's assignment. we
have spent three years in this town and
surrounding area. carrying out anthro—
pological research. Some of the
Aborigines living in several reserves
in and around the town. have been
born on settlements and have had
some elementary schooling. while
others have grown up in the 'bush' and
have only a minimal grasp of western
ways. All live in a cultural and lan-
guage medium very different from
western civilisation. Our knowledge
and understanding of Aborigines and
their cultural background. accumu—
lated over years ofresearch. proved in—
valuable in overcoming the culture
and language barrier in carrying out
the task. The good rapport previously
established with the Aborigines came
in handy too.

The four months" pottery course was
to give a broadly based introduction to
gauge the response of Aborigines in
view of the future possibility of estab—
lishing pottery as a cottage craft type of
industry. Employment opportunities
for Aborigines are few and reliance on

the welfare system is high. Aborigines
are trapped in a vicious cycle oflack of
opportunities. poverty and listless-
ness. Any attempt to teach them to im-
prove their lot by their own efforts
must appear welcome. Sadly. the
spearheading ofarts and crafts among
Aborigines. testing human feasibility
and exploring natural resources. have
received little attention up to now.

With this outlook in mind. the pot-
tery course was started in November
1975 and continued into March '76.
During this period approximately 150
persons attended for longer or shorter
times. Some of them dropped in once
trying their hand. never to return
again. others developed both taste and
enthusiasm. A few acquired the neces-
saryskillto continueontheirown after
the course had ended.

Several courses were run simul—
taneously: one for primary school
children. another one for boys and
girls in their later teens. one for the
local mission’s girls' brigade. one
weekly session for the nurses of the
hospital. and of course adult classes.
However. the workshop was open
from morning to late at night. six days
a week, and people were free to come
and go as they pleased. Women
brought their babies and toddlers
along and sometimes the situation was
pretty chaotic with all that happy fam-
ily life unfolding in the workshop. In
the evenings usually casual visitors
dropped in and often they became so
engrossed in their work that they car-
ried on well past midnight untilan end
had to be called categorically. Apart
from the majority of part—timers and
others even more casually involved. a
core-group of some dedicated disci—
ples. five women and two men.
formed. All of them had families and
two were grandparents. Two of them
had to walk three kilometres every day
between their home and the workshop
and the regularity with which they at-
tended says something about their en-
thusiasm.

Pottery is still being made by a few of
our students and sold through the
Aboriginal Arts Board to outlets in
Perth and locally in the store to
tourists. One Aboriginal man. a trainee
ofNicole‘s has since taught an elemen—
tary course in pottery to children in the
local primary school. There is also a
possibility now that Aborigines could
mine and process clay for sale to pot-
tery classes that are being established
in schools in nearby coastal towns.

Prospecting in the ‘bush’ and
setting up the course.

One of the foremost aims was to set
the course up as independently as pos—
sible from outside supplies and to rely
on local resources. From the beginning
only local clays were used. In the allu—
vial flat of the Fitzroy River basin usa—
ble clay. both stoneware and earthen-
war. is plentiful. (There is also a small
quantity of kaolin]. Suitable clay de-
posits had been located by us in previ—
ous years and other deposits were
found during the course. Clay occurs
in a wide variety of shades ranging
from pure white [kaolin] to deepest red
[saturated with iron oxide] with shades
of grey. pink and even green in be-
tween. Test firings had proved some of
the clays to be low-fire stoneware.
firing somewhat densely to 1230K).
(Together with flint clay that is also
found in the area. the vitrification
range can be considerably extended).
This was the clay mainly used in the
course.

There is no shortage of wood for ash
glazes and all sorts of rock minerals
suitable for glazes abound. Im—
mediately to the north of Fitzroy Cros-
sing lie limestone cliffs and beyond are
granite ridges with large deposits of
decomposed material. Yellow and red
ochre. suitable as colourants. are also
plentiful. (Aborigines traditionally
use them as pigments to paint rock sur-
faces. wood and human bodies. and
therefore are familiar with most of the
deposits].

We made numerous bush trips in
our Land Rover to acquaint course par-
ticipants with the area’s basic geology
and to explore resources. Rock sam-
ples were piled high in the car and
initial tests later by the Ceramic De-
partment of the West Australian Insti—
tute of Technology proved most of
them promising. These bush trips
were enormously popular among
Aborigines. Exploring the land’s re—
sources relates directly to the way
Aborigines experience the land. They
feel a close affinity to it and take great
interest in its plants. animals and min—
erals.

Somewhat less popular were regular
trips to mine clay in sufficient quan—
tities for the course. This was back-
breaking work. digging and carting the
clayto thetrailerinthe sweltering heat
ofthe tropics. The point ofthe exercise
was. of course. to involve Aborigines
in the mining and preparation of clay
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right from the very start ofthe process.

The Education Department supplied
an array of tools. although until they
arrived we had to improvise with bits
and pieces of wire. steel offcuts and
fragments of asbestos sheets salvaged
from the rubbish dump. Eventually the
tools arrived along with a wheel. Un-
fortunately. it turned out to be an elec-
tric wheel and not a kick wheel as or-
dered. It overheated regularly after
about 30 minutes of throwing, due to
the tropical temperatures. and proved
to be a continuing nuisance.

A concession to expedience had to
be made for firing. A small electric
enamelling kiln was used. This to—
gether with the electric wheel made us
dependent on electric power supply

: -1
Above: Animal figures, 0 small finch pot and two water lily roots. Right: Under the watchful eyes ofhis family, George throws a pot. Left:
Emily with her pots for exhibition in Perth.

which normally is not accessible to
Aborigines. We did not really like it
but experiments with New Guinea
type of scaffold firing, using local
woods. had been unsuccessful and we
did not want to prolong the experi-
mental stage. Experimenting with
open firings or with fuel fired kilns
would have meant poor or no results
for some time. It was imperative to
produce satisfactory. if not spectacu-
lar. results as quickly as possible to
kindle interest. and keep it alive.
among people who had no idea of pot—
tery making and who were not highly
motivated to engage in any craft. Un-
fortunately since the maximum firing
temperature ofthe small kiln was only
1000°C. the abundance of local glaze
materials could not be used with the.

exception of iron-bearing granitic
schist and ochres.

mud-playing to expertise
Aborigines at Fitzroy Crossing had one
thing in common: a total ignorance of
pottery, its production. uses, commer-
cial and artistic value. To them clay in
the wet, plastic condition was just
mud or simply soil when in dry form.
No wonder in the beginning they refer-
red to potting (in Pidgin English) as
“playing alonga mud”. thus expres—
sing a good deal of good-humoured
condescension for this childish activ-
ity. It meant an obvious profound re-
versal of attitude when later derision
turned into admiration. Those who
had persevered with the course and
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had acquired some skill, were now,
almost deferentially called “Maban
(expert) belonga clay”. Clay, totally
unknown as a concept previously, had
entered their daily vocabulary and no
longer was just mud.

Pottery constituted a perfectly
strange phenomenon to the
Aborigines. Their world—view is con-
servative and impresses on them not to
experiment. They prefer activities that
are time—honoured and with which
they are familiar. To set a precedent a
distinct intellectual resistance, if not
apathy, has to be overcome first.

To most, pottery may have seemed
just another ofthe white man’s whims,
not worth bothering with. Some may
have been covertly suspicious of our
intentions at first, mellowed only by
the years they have known us. Inertia
was another stumbling block, which is
hardly surprising considering that
neither the economic potential of
craftsmanship is appreciated nor is
there any expressed desire for artistic
self—expression. Much greater value is
attributed to resting comfortably in the
shade doing nothing. than busying
oneself with non—essential activities.

At thls difficult stage of starting off.
Christianity came to the rescue. Mis-
sionaries encouraged Christianised
Aboriginal women to attend the
course. Suspicions as to the propriety
of doing so, were allayed by our bene—
factors with the reference that Our
Lord, too, was a potter. Presumably
meant was the creation ofAdam out of
a lump of clay. It remains debatable
whether theologians would agree with
this exegetical point, but nonetheless
it proved helpful. For some time, the
course comprised children, adolescent
boys and girls, and women. Men did
not join at first.

It took some time until their curios—
ity led the men to participate. Aborigi—
nal society is a distinctly male-
dominant, one might say male-
chauvinist, society. By virtue of Nicole
teaching it, pottery was immediately
‘stigmatised’ as a female enterprise
and Nicole had to work hard to change
this image: mainly by showing books
that depicted male potters at work.
Erich contributed his part by osten-
tatiously trying his hand at clay every
now and then. It was, however, not
before pottery had acquired respect-
ability in the eyes of the men — a few
things had been sold to the local store
and were on display there — that some
of them began to show some interest.

Even such seemingly simple things
as using decoration, turned out to be a
major problem. Aborigines tradition—
ally use beautiful designs which they

either incise on religious para-
phernalia of stone and wood, or paint
on rock surfaces, wooden objects and
human bodies. These designs (concen-
tric circles and spiral ornaments being
the main motives) are secret-sacred
and absolutely taboo to women and
children. Only men can use them and
they must not be bandied about out-
side the ritual context. Women found
themselves in a bind when it came to
decorating, never being sure whether
it was alright for them to use tradi-
tional designs. And men were equally
hesitant fearing that they might give
offence to other men. Some resorted to
decorating their pots with flowers,
which looked absolutely ghastly. and
only very few circumvented the crisis
by developing simple abstract non—
traditional designs. One way out ofthe
dilemma was by working with differ-
ently coloured clays for pattern effects.
Marbling became rather popular, not
only because of its often startling ef—
fects. but because it was a solution to
the decoration problem.

Co-ordination and planning ahead
was also a sore point with Aboriginal
students. Some never got used to the
necessity ofturning or finishing pots at
the right time and not just when they
felt like it. Pottery dries quickly in the
warmth of the day and dozens of pots
had to be recycled every week because
they had not been finished in time.
Another headache was how to impress
on our students that clay has to be
mined and prepared well in advance
and that it does not help much running
around in circles when one has just
used up the last lump. Another unex-
pectedly tricky matter was how people
who do not know the clock or don’t
have a watch or both, should supervise
kiln firings. To add to Nicole’s desper—
ation, at times everybody disappeared,
virtually overnight moving to another
place for an important ceremony, only
to turn up again after a few days quite
as unexpectedly. Everybody loves the
old ways best. Given this difficult
human factor one wonders how on
earth the course managed to have any
success.

Nicole concentrated on teaching
elementary skills and on giving stu-
dents a ‘feel’ of the clay, avoiding
complicated or confusing issues.
There was only one way oftackling the
task and that was by demonstrating
every single move at length and not
leave anything to theory or specula-
tion. The course managed to go
through the whole Variety of pinch.
slab. coil and wheel work, marbling
and carving methods, testing clay for
lime, mining and preparing and
kneading of clay, bisque firing, wax-

ing, glazing and glost firing. Once
Nicole had demonstrated something
down to the smallest detail Aborigines
were fairly quick in carrying it out in-
dependently.

Illiteracy was, however, a remaining
problem hampering working with
glazes. Apart from making pots in all
shapes and sizes, Aborigines took
great delight in making small sculp-
tures of animals from their natural en-
vironment, in particular lizards and
goannas. Emily, an elderly lady,
specialised in drop-shaped bulbous
things which represented water lily
tubers, a traditional staple food. By far
the most talented and diligent of them
all was Butcher a man in his sixties,
who soon had the knack of everything.
He seemed a born potter, and, as men-
tioned before, taught pottery in the
primary school for some time after the
course had ended. George was talented
too, but his wife became jealous of all
the time he spent in the workshop.
Maryanne, who had eight children,
welcomed additional cash and was a
zealous worker once she had realised
that her products could fetch good
prices.

It did not take long before our
Aboriginal trainees were selling their
pottery to the local store and in the
nearest coastal town 300 km away. The
tourist industry provides a booming
demand for Aboriginal arts and crafts
and assures Aborigines of a steadily
growing market. A tremendous boost
of morale came through an exhibition
in Perth. Every year the Ministry of the
North sponsors this exhibition to dis—
play and sell arts and crafts from peo-
ple of the north of the state. Despite a
great many technical difficulties a
selection of about 20 pieces was hur—
ridly put together and sent to Perth and
all sold very readily. The Aboriginal
Arts Board which buys arts and crafts
from all over the state and maintains
various sales outlets, has also shown
interest in the fledgling pottery at Fit-
zroy Crossing. This ensures that
Aboriginal products will be realisti-
cally priced a reasonable standard is
maintained and craftsmen will not be
robbed by unscrupulous entre-
preneurs.

in winding up the course we have
emphasised to the West Australian
Education authorities the continuing
need to encourage Aborigines. One or
the other of the most talented
Aborigines should be given scholar-
ships to study at Perth or perhaps at
Darwin’s famous Bagot Aboriginal
pottery. It would also be of enormous
benefit if another enthusiastic potter
would take up the challenge to provide
follow-up training at Fitzroy Crossing.

New Zealand Potter

Fletcher Brownbuilt

Pottery Award
This year there were a small number

of superb pots on display besides the
excellent winning entries and a few
entries of indifferent merit. An un—
selected offering was shown since the
award was not well supported.

The winning piece chosen by Les
Blakeborough from Australia, was by
john Anderson. Merit awards were
given to Brian Cartside and Lawrence
Ewing.

Perhaps one of the reasons for the
poor response by potters was doubt
about the idea of sponsorship. even
though it has been accepted for years
in other sections of the arts. The New
Zealand Arts Council Chairman was
quoted recently as saying “Local gov-
ernment and private enterprise should
share the responsibility for financing
the arts.” Sponsorship is one way pri-
vate enterprise can do this. And why
not for pottery? This award is a

genuine attempt to assist potters and
in particular the local Auckland
Studio Potters Centre, which, with the
change in Government in 1975, found
itself without promised funds.

Aside from monetary considera-
tions, an exhibition such as this pro-
vides a framework for the interchange
of ideas and concepts between potters
and public. It also provides a challenge
and incentive to potters to excel] in
their craft through such participation.

It is hoped that next year potters will
put aside their personal reservations
towards sponsorhsip and enter into
the spirit of presenting to the public a
high standard of exhibition pottery,
and at the same time support a potters
cause initiated so generously by a bus-
iness firm.

Warwick Lidgard

Above right: The winning entry. pot bellied stove in salt glazed stoneware by John
Anderson, Wellsford. Below right: Brian Gartside’s exhibit won a merit award. Above:
Three sculptural forms based on the Nikau palm by Neil Grant
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RECOLLECTIONS
There was little evidence of any pot—

tery as an art craft in New Zealand
when we arrived in 1925. There were,
no doubt, potters of highly skilled
craftmanship in ceramics factories
whose work was confined to cups and
saucers and utility lines for domestic
use.

W.H. Allen and I were brought to
New Zealand by the Education De—
partment specially to teach painting,
drawing, sculpture and art crafts. So
our main contribution has been in
education and having the opportunity
to return to England for two years in
1932, I decided to study pottery at the
two main pottery schools in London.
Returning to New Zealand in 1935 I
brought with me equipment with the
firm conviction that high fired storie-
ware was the thing to aim at.

It has been interesting reflecting
back on 52 years since I came to this
country. I am not much given to look-
ing back, the present being so very in-
teresting and luckily full of activity of
a creative nature. I have the conviction
that to give everything you‘ve got to
whatever you are doing is the most
satisfying way to live.

I was privileged to have five years of
Royal Exhibition Scholarships at the
Royal College of Art, South Kensing-
ton, London; three years in the paint—
ing school and two in the school of
sculpture under Professor Derwent
Wood. Henry Moore and Barbara
Hepworth were fellow students. My
intention was to become a portrait
painter like my great—grandfather john
Coombs.

At the college in those days a great
amount ofour time each day was spent
in drawing, both from life and from
resources of the great Victoria and Al—
bert Museum and in other nearby
places, museums and galleries. It was a
time of great artistic stirring, the
names of Archipenko, Ganier — Bre—
zeska, Zadkine, still ring like bells
from those days. London, slowly re-
covering from war and depression
began to come alive in the art world
with startling exhibitions of Iacob Eps-
tein who shook contemporary com-
placency with an intensity he never
lost. But job vacancies were few in
1924—25. One day W.H. Allen, a fellow
student, called my attention to the stu-
dent common room notice board, to an
invitation to apply for two teaching
positions at the Dunedin School of Art,
New Zealand. August 1925 found us
on our way to Dunedin.

by RN. Field

At the Art School at Kind Edward
Technical College as it was then, we
found only five junior students left
from what had been a school of stand—
ing. Contact between the Antipodes
and the great world was poor and slow
in those days compared to now, art
patronage coming chiefly from
successful warehousemen and mill-
owners, excellent men, but con—
founded by any new movement in the
arts overseas, who naturally took re—
fuge in what they thought they knew.
Roads, railways, the establishment of
towns and the farming industry had of
necessity taken most of the strength,
imagination and time of most people.

Allen and I found ourselves
stranded artistically with only the re—
mnants of an art collection housed in
the Early Settlers Museum. We just
had to start from scratch. Soon after
our arrival, encouragement came with
the great New Zealand South Seas Ex—
hibition in Dunedin. This gave us
among other things a new building for
the Dunedin and Otago Art Gallery
which was the exhibition hall. It also
gave us work setting up displays,
which was a great help as we felt our
way along in our jobs.

Coming to New Zealand in con—
nection with the exhibition was Cap—
tain Russell. He brought a display of
English craftsmanship in the form of
“Iacobean” oak furniture. Over the
years we have sat regularly at one of
his tables and on his chairs with as
much enjoyment as we did in 1926.
Captain Russell’s daughter. now Helen
Sandall of Waikanae, as a young lady
of eighteen, came to the School of Art
one day to the basement where I en-

deavoured to teach pottery. She had
found an old craftsman at Lambert and
McSkimmings pipe works with a
potter’s wheel that needed hand turn-
ing, a process that we could take in
turns. This was a golden opportunity.
Mr Batt was seventy years old with
sixty years in the trade behind him,
with severe arthritis. but very willing
to do all he could for us. The kilns at
the works were mainly salt glaze. but
our little pots came out very encourag-
ingly. On one occasion a great flood
overtook that part of Dunedin swamp-
ing the kilns and everything within
reach. The results for us being some
exciting orange skin glazes, to our
great surprise and delight.

About this time a small body of en—
thusiastic students, like Toss Woolas—
ton. had collected at the art school and
we formed the 6 and 4 Club meeting at
our house every Saturday and bringing
a project along. I carved a small piece of
Mt Somers limestone. and a merry
time we all had fortified by my wife
Marion’s pikelets and usually a meal
together followed by dancing. music
and lots of talk.

In 1932 my father died and I was
granted leave to visit Britain. It became
clear to me that the study I could most
profitably undertake in London was
pottery, so to that end I enrolled at the
Central School of Arts and Crafts
Southampton Row, and later at
Camberwell School ofArt whose repu-
tation in pottery was first class. Staite
Murray was the leading exponent of
the branch of pottery that interested
me, [stoneware and fine glazes). at that
time. It was a time of great personal
stimulation and as I was wholly di-
rected towards being of value in the
New Zealand Education scene. I con-
centrated on gathering information
and equipment and developing tech-
niques. We made many pots, some of
which were recently acquired by the
Hamilton Museum of Art [bought by
the Motor Cycle Club there].

I knew it would be difficult to ac-
quire a suitable muffle kiln and a
potter’s wheel back in Dunedin. I dis—
mantled a kick wheel and bought a
Morgan Crucible (high firing clay)
muffle and these were the basis of our
first efforts in 1935.

Back in Dunedin. my main work was
teaching sculpture and drawing. but
we made a small beginning as an ex—
tension of the sculpture department
and pottery became incorporated in
the evening class as a subject and also
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to some extent in the daytime classes.
We built a kiln in our own garden to
start with — just as well we were
young in those days. Firing with wood
and coke out in the open had its ex—
citements and occasionally perils as
when we set the bush on fire late one
night.

I think with gratitude of the students
ofthat period — Alma Sutherland and
Ngaire Bardwell. Isobella Scoon and
Stewart MacLennan [late of the Na—
tional Art Gallery]. and others.

In 1945 we moved to Auckland and
were fortunate to be able to establish a
pottery department at Avondale Col-
lege, a new large secondary school in a

growing industrial area where the clay
industries had been paramount for a
long time. Gardner‘s potteries were
the longest established I believe. Miss
Briar Gardner was well known as a pot—
ter. Crum Brick and Tile were also
founded early on, and Crown Lynn
began to expand in a big way bringing
technicians from Royal Doulton and
other British commercial firms. So
with all that clay round us and with the
wholehearted interest of these firms
we soon established an embryo school
of pottery. Patricia Perrin was one of
the first students to take the craft seri-
ously, then followed Len Castle and
Peter Stichbury. At this time Barry

From the Waikoto Art Museum’s collection ofwork by
RN. Field,

photo: Keith MocMillan

Brickell, although not a student, was
developing along his own lines. Pat-
ricia Perrin joined the staff and soon
we were able to add to our equipment
and cater for a flourishing pottery class
with the sympathetic support of the
principal, Les Titheridge.

I am utterly astounded, however, to
see the enormous response to the craft
which has overflowed into every New
Zealand town and remote country dis-
trict. May it attain the objectives we
hoped for in stimulating healthy in-
terest in craftmanship and developing
latent aesthetic sensibility. Your own
magazine is not doubt also directed to
this end.
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Development of

CrafiWeaVing

For the purpose of this not too seri—
ous article, it is suggested that the dif—
ference between art and craft is that art
has its beginnings in man’s
philosophical and emotional needs
and craft in the practical require—
ments ofeveryday living. To become a
whole person art and craft are essential
parts of man’s evolution.

No—one knows for certain who came
first — the artist or the craftsman. In
the sites of the prehistoric lake dwel—
lings in Europe, pieces of pottery have
been found. Some authorities believe
that the men who shaped these vessels
by pressing them into moulds of
woven reeds were also the artists
whose drawings adorn the walls ofthe
first galleries at Altimira and other
cave sites in Europe.

The Maoris, when they discovered
and settled New Zealand, brought
music and weaving with them — an art
and a craft. In their music they en—
shrined the history and traditions of
their race and there is symbolic
singificance, as well as usefulness. in
their intricate weaving patterns. It
seems strange that the Maoris with
their skill in weaving and carving
should have no tradition of pottery:
stranger still that they should not have
been tempted to experiment with the
wealth of clays that abound in New
Zealand from which they procured
some of their colours. Their weaving

>..1. a 9“”.5“??[

shows an ability to choose and adapt
materials to a wide variety of articles
that exhibit a high degree of skill and
artistry.

It is also recorded that the navigators
who circled the globe in their small
ships always took with them musi—
cians and artists. Music was essential
to the physical and spiritual well-
being ofthe sailors and the artists were
constantly occupied making exact and
often beautiful representations of the
places. people and flora and fauna dis—
covered on their journeys.

During most of their first century in
New Zealand the white settlers
showed little interest in the abundance
of clays available. except as the raw
material from which bricks and drain-
pipes were manufactured in increas-
ing quantities. Later, crude cups and
saucers and roofing tiles were added to
the list of useful articles produced.
Was it because life in the colony was in
so many ways. primitive and hard that
the early settlers turned to their home—
lands for those fragile and exquisitely
beautiful examples ofthe potter’s craft
that their descendants treasure today?
And did the young Briar Gardner,
experimenting with clay in her father’s
brickworks towards the end ofthat first
hundred years envisage an increasing
number of men and women whose
skill and dedication would raise the

by Iris Hughes—Sparrow

shaping and firing of clay to an inter—
nationally acclaimed art? Was it the
proximity ofcommercial kilns that en-
couraged the experimenting with clay
by people whose artistic instincts saw
through bricks and tiles to the aesthet—
ically satisfying — as well as function—
ally pleasing articles we are accus—
tomed to use and enjoy today?

The story of weaving in New Zea-
land is somewhat different. There was
again the basic raw material — wool,
and a man with the knowledge ofwhat
was required to convert the wool into
cloth but, unlike the kiln which was
made from the same material as the
bricks. much more was needed before
the wool could become cloth. A loom
was needed.

Thomas Blick arrived in Nelson in
the 1940‘s. a master weaver lacking all
the tools of his trade. He saw the need
for cloth in the young colony and de-
cided to build a loom. Suitable materi-
als from which to build one were so
difficult to obtain that the first attempts
at loom making failed and Blick almost
abandoned the undertaking. But the
need for good strong cloth was urgent
so he persevered and in 1847 the loom
was finished. Blick‘s loom was the
first. It was powered by a bullock and
for some fifteen or so years the only
weaving mill in the country. Import-
ing yarn even from Australia pre—
sented great difficulties. The country
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was going through a depression and
this helped to solve Blick’s material
difficulty.

There was a German Lutheran set—
tlement in the Moutere, a farming dis-
trict near Nelson. The women folk, all
skilled spinners, had brought their
wheels with them and they were glad
to earn a little extra by spinning wool
for Blick. He paid them a shilling a
pound. and a good spinner could spin a
pound of wool a day. So the famous
Nelson cloth came into being. It was
rather drab in appearance but was ex—
tremely strong. hard wearing and
water repellent. The Governor had a
sports suit made from the cloth and all
the gentry followed his example. The
Government bought Nelson cloth for
uniforms for the constabulary and,
with orders pouring in, Blick needed
more yarn to keep his loom going. The
German women asked for an increase
in wages; Blick refused; the women
stopped spinning. Blick closed the
mill.

In 1858 Blick imported machinery
from Sydney and began weaving
again. There was a steady sale for the
cloth till the mid 1880’s when the first
commercial factories began produc—
tion. Blick’s mill could not compete,
and operations ceased in 1885.

Little more was heard of hand loom
weaving till the end of the first World
War, when Josephine and Sylvia Mul—
vaney returned to Auckland from Eng-
land. They had taken lessons in hand
loom weaving as it was then called, to
distinguish it from factory produced
work. The sisters had studios in differ—
ent parts of Auckland. Their reputa-
tion as weavers was tremendous, but
they don’t seem to have done much
teaching. However from that time on,
there are reports of women weaving,
and at the end ofthe second World War
the Health Department brought a
highly skilled weaver here from Eng—
land to train their occupational
therapists.

During the Second War spinning
groups sprang up all over the country
for the express purpose of providing
seaboot stockings, jerkins and other
garments for the armed forces. Many of
the spinners never learnt the finer
points of spinning and, with the com-
ing of peace, discarded the fruits of
their spinning wheels in favour ofthe
vat dyed, more easily knitted factory
wools. Others kept their spinning
wheels and began to explore the
wonderful possibilities of natural
fleece.

At this time a sudden interest in
weaving occured. In Nelson alone
there were more than a dozen im-
ported looms but, possibly due to a
lack of experienced teachers, the craze

faded, and when Ilse Von Randow
came from China in 1950 very few
women were weaving.

Mrs Von Randow’s arrival seems to
have marked the beginning ofa revival
of interest which has increased to the
point where weavers are now num-
bered in their hundreds. There has
been a desire for instruction and grea-
ter perfection. Overseas tutors, of
genuine standing in their own coun—
tries, have been brought to New Zea-
land at considerable expense to those
taking the instruction provided. Visits
overseas by enthusiastic New Zea-
landers to attend conventions have
helped to foster a keen and growing
desire for knowledge and the perfec-
tion it brings. To this end the School of
Weaving established at the Nelson
Polytechnic Institute during the past
three years, has made a significant con—
tribution.

Undoubtedly the greatest single fac—
tor in the great improvement in the
standard of weaving has been the New
Zealand Spinning and Woolcrafts Soc-
iety since its inception eleven years
ago.

For most practitioners weaving is
still a craft, fascinating and engrossing
but every year sees more people whose
skill allied to an imaginative vision of
the highest order. is creating work,
when judged by the most rigorous
standards, must be accepted as art
transcending craft.

Craft work sells so readily now in
dozens of specialised craft shops
throughout the country that it is not
easy to imagine how sales were made
without these outlets to a clientele not
as accustomed to handmade ac-
coutrements as we are. Miss Sparrow
says “The Mulvaney sisters had shops
in various parts ofAuckland; in 1920
they were in the Strand Arcade — but
they are the only weavers I know of
who had studios outside their own
homes. Hilda Wiseman, theAuckland
artist, has had a studio attached to her
home in Ranfurly Road for many years
and she sold the crafts of friends as
well as her own work, Some depart-
ment stores like Smith and Caughey
and Ballantynes seem to have
specialised in fine hand work of peo-
ple who were masters of their particu-
lar craft. I can remember my father
buying my mother sets of exquisite
underwear ~ French crepe de chine,
beautifully embroidered and com-
pletely hand made. Women did this
work in their own homes. In Christ-
church the Magdalen sisters of the
Good Shepherd Convent supplied
hand made trousseaux to Ballantynes.
A Christchurch weaver used to put
small ads in the paper quoting tweeds
— hand-made from seven and six a
yard, but I think the output of hand—
loom weavers at that time would have
been extremely limited and was prob-
ably sold by word of mouth.”

The Nelson Weaving Course
In the period between 1865 and 1965

there were only two weavers in Nelson
who might be called professionals.
Louisa Josephine Curling, English
trained came to Nelson in the 1920’s
and worked there for about 25 years. In
the 1940’s Elise Voller also English
trained, came to Nelson. Both these
women were meticulous weavers and
though their output was limited,
beautiful examples of their work are
still treasured.

In the 1960’s Anna Correa Hunt ar-
rived. She had been trained in Ger-
many and was a weaver by profession.
Her love and enthusiasm for weaving
was greatly increased when she sec-
ured from Germany her loom and a
considerable amount of equipment.

A few interested amateurs were fired
by Anna’s vital enthusiasm and before
long she was trying to interest the
Education Department in the possibil-
ity of starting a school of weaving in
Nelson. In 1974 the first full week’s
course was held at the Nelson
Polytechnic and was extended to a

fortnight at the urgent request ofthose
taking it. A series of fortnightly
courses on basic weaving expanded
into courses on linen and double
weaving.

From these beginnings the Nelson
Polytechnic Certificate in handloom
weaving has evolved. All this showed
the need for longer courses and begin-
ning with backstrap weaving until
sufficient equipment was procured the
courses were extended from 2 to 11
weeks, running consecutively. It is
hoped that it will be possible to enroll
for a full year’s course with parallel
courses for those wishing to pursue
weaving professionally or as a leisure
or therapy craft. At the moment all the
classes are full and there is a waiting
list. Classes continue from 9am to 3.30
or 4pm 5 days a week and every aspect
of spinning and weaving is covered,
even to finishing the cloth, washing
and drying. Anyone wanting further
information should write to the Nelson
Polytechnic.

Iris Hughes-Sparrow
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with May and Harry Davis, lzcuchaca, Peru

All at once plans and efforts are com—
ing to fruition and the Taller de
Ceramica is approaching the state of
being self supporting The big three-
chamber kiln has been fired with com-
plete loads, i.e. glazed ware and cruci—
bles in the first chamber, and biscuit,
flower pots and roof tiles in the other
two. The first firing contained lots of
tests on local materials, both clays and
glazes, and it also contained saggars.
kiln props and shelves. During the
firing which took 42 hours, and in a
state of total exhaustion from coping
with teething problems, gloom pre-
vailed, but in the event it was a fantas—
tic success —~ terrific quality in terms
of strength and glaze fit and some re—
ally nice glazes from local sources.

The crucibles were duly delivered to
the mining company, and they were
delighted with the price and quality.
The imported ones have soared in
price. and the only other Peruvian
source is of lower quality and higher
price so we have a regular output as—
sured, This firing also saw the last ofan
order for 27,0000 flower pots for the
International Potato Research Centre.
and though it was valuable throwing
practice we were all glad to see the last
of them.

Roof tiles are now up and we have a
greatly increased area under cover.
Our small showroom has been busy.
There are so many side-lines that one
can make in a country such as Peru.
Apart from pots and crucibles we make
bells. We have orders from FAQ for
electric fence insulators and we have
made electric junction boxes.

We have been selling only in our
showroom and village markets. but re-
cently we launched the glazed ware on
the Huancayo market by means of a
one day stall in the central plaza. The
small village markets are often a re—
warding experience. The sight of an
old woman. wearing traditional dress.
holding an unglazed pot lovingly. and
obviously thrilled with it. and with the
knowledge that in all probability she
will put sugar in it, she needs it and
can buy it at a price that she can afford
to pay, is very satisfying.

One of our concerns has been the
question of the ultimate management
of the group, so it has been a real relief
to learn that the Government has
realised that craftsmen are a national
asset. and is prepared to assist.
A.N.T.A. groups. [Association Na-
cional de Trabajadores de Arte), have

to be a group of at least 12 people. We
have been resident long enough to
know who among our Peruvian ac-
quaintances understands and sym—
pathises with our objectives. and we
have been lucky to get the co—operation
of some very fine people.

Peru is now on the inflation wagon
# a late starter but making up for it
fast. Rising costs do not hit us too
badly as our dollars rise in value as the
sole drops. We still have funds from
Harry’s New Zealand/Australian lec—
ture tour and his later North American
tour, Also the New Zealand Govern—
ment has given us a second year’s
grant. and of course the income from
the pots and crucibles is increasing all
the time.

I returned to New Zealand in
January and Harry was here after his
American tour for an all too briefthree
weeks in May. During his absence 3
very able and versatile New Zealander.
Steven Scholefield and Australian
Laurel Ilall were in charge, Harry is
now back in Peru for what we hope is
the last stint.

May Davis

Materials for the New Zealand potter
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, Wellington. (information series 118)

In recent POTTERS we have had
most useful contributions from Barry
Brickell on “A New Zealand Potters’
Geology". Now from I.C. Schofield a
practising Auckland geologist with a
keen interest in potting. comes a work
that for the first time brings together
the presently available information on
New Zealand clays. and derives from a
series of lectures given at the Auck—
land Studio Potters Association,

The book is a modest 81 pages. The
author first offers an “Introduction to
Geology” that gives an excellent brief
background which although oriented
a little towards the potter is of general
interest also. Nine further pages are
devoted to the mineralogy and
chemistry of clays and to the basic clay
properties. These two sections form a
most useful contribution for all potters
whether they wish to pursue their art
or to marry art and science.

In his own introduction Iim
Schofield expresses the hope that his
book will be of use not only to the
studio potter but also to the ceramic
industry generally, The longest chap—
ter on the nature and location of clay
deposits in New Zealand clearly has
this dual purpose in mind. A great deal
of work has gone into this account
making use not only of the author’s
own information. but extracting relev—
ant clay analyses from all the available
literature. There is a great deal of
specific detail. but much ofthe general
text is straightforward and eminently
readable.

The last chapter on natural glazes.
frits and oxides includes an interesting
exercise in formulating thirteen “sub—
stitute glazes” using local materials
that match very closely selected glaze
formulations given for example in
Daniel Rhodes “Clay and Glazes for

by ].C. Schofield Price $3.75

the Potter", Some of these formulae
involve lead oxides and there is a
timely warning on health hazards of
lead glazes prominently featuring at
the beginning of the work. This chap—
ter will perhaps find a narrower audi—
ence. Even those potters anxious to try
out local materials such as “average
pumice" feldspar sand. pure lime—
stone are going to have difficulty with
“nepheline syenite from one mile
south west ofthe summit of Mt Alarm.
Kaikoura Mountains."

Potters should be grateful this work
exists for although not everyone will
wish to abandon the old fashioned
terms like ball clay and fire clay. yet for
the first time a sound technical base on
New Zealand clays and ceramic mater—
ials is provided that can be referred to
as needed. It should be on every
potter's bookshelf.

].\\'. Brodie
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Rosie and Renton Murray

larrived back in New Zealand at Xmas ’74 after spending nearly four years in
England training and working in potteries. I started learning pottery under the
inspiring tuition oflohn Erland at Chelsea, who helped me to go to Harrow. Rosie
had been similarly encouraged by Joanna Constantinidis and had spent two years at
Chelmsford and Colchester Art Schools before being accepted for the Harrow
Course. We were among the 16 or so students lucky enough to be at Harrow in the
final year of Mick Casson’s leadership. There always seemed to be a good cross
section of nationalities in our two years there.

The Harrow Course was designed initially by Mick Casson and Victor Margrie as
a vocational potters training school. It was considered necessary because the old
style apprenticeship at country potteries had died out with the potteries, and the
existing ‘newer’ potteries like St Ives or Winchcombe {Ray Finch) and others could
not keep up with the demand for a workshop training. The staff were all well
known working potters who came in for one or two days a week {ora longer block
period) to teach the students their own methods of running a workshop and
techniques of making pots. The accent was on working as a potter making ‘good
useable domestic ware’ rather than a more precious approach to ‘The Pot’ found at
otherArt Schools. It was a very intensive two year course coveringall aspects from
buildingyourown wheel, developingaclay body, repetition throwingto shapes set
each week, handbuilding, glaze chemistry and all types of firing.

There were also Mick Casson’s fascinating art history lectures. The experimental
kiln site was a real hive ofactivity with salt, soda, sawdust, gas, climbing, multi—
chambered and even rubbish tin kilns belching away all week. Most people had

. made their own burners and used ‘jumble sale’ vacuum cleaners as blowers. Sights
like one particular student loading his very large dishes into a red hot Raku kiln
with a longhandled shovel, amidst his ever increasing pile of shards, can't be
forgotten. Harrow under Mick had a marvellous atmosphere of hard work and
exuberance. His optimistic personality and love of making pots brought out the
best in everyone andfilled us with enthusiasm. We worked most days from 8am {or
earlier) to 9 at night and even climbed over the wall on Saturdays to unload our
kilns. There were always stories at Harrow of people hiding in cupboards to stay
there {working} all night — or living on the premises in a Bea'ford van in the
carpark.

The holiday between first and second years was a chance to put all the learning
into practice and most of as found jobs with potters — probably the tutor whose
work they liked the most. it was considered a privilege to work for a practising
potteras they gained little in the few months. and board, keep and hopefully some
pocket money was ample reward for the student. I was lucky enough to work for
Danny Killick and David leach and Rosie for John Maltby. We both really
benefitted from these working holidays and certainly gained much experience and
confidence. We worked strict hours 8 or 9 ’till 6 with set tea breaks making the
standard domestic ware of the pottery, mixing clay andvglazes, glazing, packing,
firing etc and helping in the showroom dealing with the endless succession of
visitors.

At the end ofthe arduous second year each student had to mount an exhibition for
his Diploma. This had been worked towards throughout the last yearand consisted
ofan entire integrated range of domestic ware plus their individual pots‘

After this Rosie left for Scotland and worked for an ex-Harrow student, Zelda
Mowat —a salt glazer ~and lwas extremely fortunate in spending some time with
Richard Batterham and his family. His attitudes, output, work cycle and pots l
reallyadmire. His very large fourchambered climbing oil/wood kiln which he fires
aboutfive timesayearis something to behold letalonefire.Another kiln lhelped to
fire which was also very impressive was RayFinch’s 120 cu ft. wood kiln which fired
to 1300 in 12 hrs and used very little :vood {less than two pallet loads).

Rosie and i decided to return to Lackland and set up our Pottery in the Waitakere
Ranges where I had bought a small property before leaving New Zealand. Our idea
was to develop a workshop {not a studio), along traditional lines and not be too
involved in expressing the individual personality but more with a larger constant
flow ofwork —the Hillside Pottery. We had hoped to develop a Hillside range ofpots
but this hasn’t quite happened. We do have a range but have not integrated our
styles. Rosie and lmake our own pots with a small overlap but as both styles appeal
to different people we couldn’t see the point of abandoning any of the pots.

We like our pots to be used and to look good in a kitchen setting. Our range is
based loosely on traditional English and French country pots. We’re both really
excited by these straightforward and direct pots with their charming old names
which we use where possible e.g. the largest of our range ofjugs is based on the old
Devon pitchers 4 pint; pinchgut, 51/2 pint; gulleymouth, 7 pint: thirtytales but not
yet the Long Tom at 2 gallons! We feel that the essence ofthese slipped earthenware
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pots easier to try and capture in salt glaze using slips, and their decorating techni-
ques like combing and finger wiping can be used to good advantage. Many of the
French pots we like were and still are salted. Accepting that we try to make pots
with the same vigour and simplicity ofthe country pots we admire, then we feel that
raw salt glazing is the only way to glaze. Applying slips to leather hard pots is much
more fun and one doesn’t have to be too crisp with demarcation lines —just quickly
to Wipe away excess slip with a finger is sufficient and preferable to messing about
with wax. This is too contrived and totally unnecessary as the salt blends over the
whole.

The previous remarks over simplify the type ofpots we make. We don’t just make
pancheons and pitchers but we do use the simple methods ofthese potters and hope
that our pots are as direct and robust in feeling. However one of my reasons for not
accepting a job as a real country potter making flower and chimney pots at Wrec-
clesham, Surrey {the last ofthe true English Country Potteries) was the need we both
have for occasionally making some special pots {cut sided teapots etc) and perhaps
this is the unavoidable influence of St Ives on all of us. Rosie feels this need, more
strongly than land ifnot checked can become ‘too selfindulgent with her imagina—
tion’ {her words). However the arrival of our son William Reuben has meant our
work routines have altered and there seems little chance ofRosie making many pots
at present, and for me this year has largely been spent on rebuilding part ofthe old
house.

We eventually hope to have a student or proficent thrower helping us but are too
busy at present to cope with all the problems teaching and employment would
entail.

We started the potteryfrom basics, cleared the bush, levelled the site and built the
main workshop with invaluable loft (storage-showroom) above. Kiln, kiln shed and
Clay shedfollowed. This took much longer than expected to build ourselves, in fact
it took ten months before we had ourfirst firing. Thefirst two firings were unglazed
garden pots and then we started salting. The clay, (recipe kindly donated by Peter
Stitchbury), is mixed in a dough mixer and after ageing for at least a month if
possible is very plastic —almost too plastic. It is very differentfrom our English clay
body and we have had considerable difficulty working out new slips and firing
patterns.

All pots are thrown on Leach type kick wheels. Making is quite straightforward
but as all pots are raw glazed we are constantly dipping into slip buckets and
glazing insides. (no spraying}. This provides some entertainment value with larger
crocks but although slower we much prefer dealing with leather hard pots than
biscuit. We use many different clay combinations for our slips but our early
attempts at using local clays have met with only partial success to date.

Loading the kiln is lengthy, we pack as tightly as possible, pots can touch each
other as shrinkage is so great from raw to fully fired. All pots are wadded from the
shelves with an alumina/china clay mixture {6 alumina to 1 china clay and 1 part
clay flour to bind) and all lids are wadded from the pots. We wash the kiln with a
similar mix to prevent salt attacking it. Silicon Carbide shelves are preferable but
Acme Marls Alumina are quite satisfactory for 1300°C firings.

The kiln is a slightly enlarged version ofthe one Rosie used in Scotland and has
about 65 cu ft of packing space (between bag walls and front and back walls) with
two oil burners (horizontal Cowan type) in opposing corners. The blower is a high
speed/high pressure one and is driven by a 1/2hp motor with standby petrol motorfor
power cuts (many in this area) and has saved one firing to date. After ten saltfirings
the kiln is beginning to fire consistently well and we are alsolearning tofire it! With
raw firing we take the first part very slowly as often there are quite a few wet pots
andfire with two gas burners for 6-12 hrs. ldon’t know how hot the gas gets the kiln,
no colour at all but it bites a hand ifinserted. The pots are thoroughly dry though.
We then wood fire for about two hours to keep the oil burners alight in the early
stages and then up to 1000 before we start reduction. Then there is along slow Climb
to 1280 and back to oxidation and in with the salt. We use 1lb salt to 1 cu ft of kiln
and it goes in gradually in 6-8 applications which takes about one hour. With a
clean soak to 1300 (or more} the firing is over. It has taken from 26-30 hours with 16
hrs on oil and has used about 80 gals of diesel fuel. Salting a larger kiln is quite
different from a small one and not all pots can be as rich as the ‘really salty
crackers’ as less of them are exposed to flame and direct salt. Reduction is critical
and if too heavy all colours turn to brown. Unpacking and grinding off the wad
marks takes about two days.

We sell the majority of our pots from our stall in The Mill and also from the
Pottery. Although time consuming we enjoy selling and last year took part in local
craft days and also had an open day which we’ll repeat this year.

In the words of George Curtis ‘bigware’ thrower of Littlethorpe Pottery, York
‘there’s naught I can tell you lad that you won’t learn for yorrself. Get y’self a
Boulton double cone Wheel and get started —the sooner you start the sooner you’ll
get over your problems!’

We haven’t the double cone wheel but we sure are ready to start!
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PORCELAIN
This is the third and final article on
Porcelain by Canadian potter John
Reeve, first published in Canada by
the Canadian Guild of Potters. We are
grateful to John Reeve for sharing his
knowledge and his philosophy which
comes across so well.

Plasticity [1] Ageing the Clay
Ageing clay to improve its work-

ability is rather out of fashion. We are
too busy, living in our NOW—world of
instant coffee and instant mashed
potatoes and dreaming of taking the
Concorde to San Francisco. Most
studio—pottery clay-bodies in England
are based on ball clay [with a bit of
sand or grog for texture), and many of
the English ball clays are so plastic that
the benefit to be derived from ageing is
not very apparent. Many such bodies
are too plastic. Porcelain, which is un—
likely to contain much more than 50
per cent of a clay which is not very
plastic anyway, plus a bit of the
slightly-spurious plasticity derived
from Bentonite needs all the plasticity
it can achieve for workability. The
benefits to be derived from ageing are
unmistakeable, and will convince the
most sceptical.

To mix a Clay-body as slip and then
dry it out to a plastic state is undeni—
ably a superior method of mixing clay
and wooing plasticity. The clay parti—
cles are thoroughly mixed and wetted
and the body altogether more homo—
genous. It is a slow method of clay-
mixing. extravagant oftime and space
and many potters are no longer willing
to do it. But whether porcelain clay is
mixed by slip-and-slurry or by such
expedients as the dough—mixer, it will
benefit enormously from a period of
ageing. With a little less indifference
and a little more organisation it
ought not to be beyond the capability
of a craftsman to put down next year’s
porcelain clay this year. Unless the
clay has been prepared and sealed in
completely bacteria-free conditions.
the ageing process will continue satis-
factorily if the clay is wrapped in
polythene, the Potter’s Friend.

Plasticity [2) Beneficiation
and the pH

Beneficiation is a word which
sounds a bit like go—thy—way-in—peace.
In fact, its meaning for clay could have
that kind of connotation. but has a
more mundane explanation. The

Acid/Alkali balance of a clay—body has
a direct effect on its plasticity. The
slip-caster deflocculates his slip in
order to break down the electrical at—
traction between the particles. giving
the maximum fluidity with the
minimum water-content. This is done
by increasing the alkalinity. and di-
minishes the plasticity. The potter. on
the other hand. can flocculate his clay
so that the electrical charges attract
one another for maximum plasticity.
This {the explanation is over—sini—
plified] is done by adding an acetate or
a sulphate to the clay and is called
beneficiation.

During a natural period of ageing.
the bacteria which form in the clay
[and are acidic} accomplish this per—
fectly well by themselves without any
help. It is only when the potter tries to
destroy time by making instant clay
from materials which have been care—
fully denatured that he should
l)()li(')ll(‘.ltli(% his clay to compensate.
The old—timers. telling us how to mix
our clay. said to use rain—water rather
than well—water. to use the same water
over and over. and even [Heaven for—
bid!] to pee in the clay. 1 low quaint: we
thought the folk superstitious. Did we
realise that they were describing the
natural ways to insure acidity in the
water we use?

Most naturally—dug clays, brick
clays and ball clays are naturally in-
clined toward acidity. Many china
Clays are alkaline. To combine an al-
kaline clay with a feldspar which is
slightly (if slowly) soluble and giving
off alkaline fluxes almost guarantees a
deflocculating effect on porcelain clay.
Acetic acid (vinegar) added to the clay
will neutralise the alkaline condition
and allow the clay to be much more
plastic. 1 have never added vinegar by
precise measure. but add a generous
cupfulor slosh taOO lb batch ofclay.
The results are good. Within a few
weeks the vinegar smell is gone, the
surface is covered with a fine mould,
the clay has a good earthy smell, and
the plasticity is greatly increased.
Beneficiation can also be accomp-
lished by adding magnesium sulphate
(Epsom Salts) to the water. I have not
tried this in a clay-body, but use it reg-
ularly [about 0.5 per cent) to flocculate
glazes and prevent their settling in the
bottom of the bucket. To be pedantic
about beneficiation, or ifyeu have a pH
tester for your garden or swimming
pool, maximum plasticity should
occur in the region op 7-8. although

John Reeve

the figure. I am told. varies with differ-
ent clays and is difficult to measure.
Singer makes the straight-faced obser-
vation that "values obtained by differ—
ent observers are not necessarily com-
parable”.

Because the materials like feldspar,
and particularly nepheline syenite,
will continue to leach out alkalis at a
slow rate, a permanent pH figure must
be difficult to achieve, much less
measure. but i don’t think that this fact
ought tocause the potter any anxiety.
As the clay ages, millions of tiny bac-
teria will work night and day to bal-
ance it, without any outside help.

Avoiding distortion
A porcelain clay which is well

vitrified can be expected to have a total
shrinkage in the region of 17 per cent
— about 7 per cent from plastic to bis—
cuit and it) per cent more from biscuit
to glaze. This means, of course, that
there is an immense potential for dis—
tortion. It has been suggested to me
that I should solve this problem by
firing to a lower temperature. This,
which is to say make your porcelain
distort less by making it less porcelain.
is a kind of Nescafe solution which I
cannot accept.

But if we accept the inherent
distort-ability of porcelain, what can
we do? The same as we would do with
wood or steel or concrete or polythene
e learn the material's capabilities and
limitations [and our own) and work
within the material‘s characteristics.
Don‘t make the equivalent of a saw
with a wooden blade or a bridge built
of polythene.

The teacup is an excellent example
of the ingenious lengths to which pot—
ters are driven to satisfy a convention
The Chinese never put these curious
appendages on the side of teacups
until handles were required by the ex-
port trade for incomprehensible
foreign devils who had. presumably,
very tiny fingers, and poured tea down
their throats which was too hot for
their hands to hold. Of course. an
asymmetric heavy appendage on the
side of a porcelain cup will pull it out
ofshape in firing unless the cup is very
thick. The ingenious Chinese learned
to fire teacups upside down. with un-
glazed rims sitting in a specially—made
porcelain setter-ring which would
hold the cup round during the firing.
The rim was polished smooth after-
wards. Porcelain teacups are still fired
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in this way, and have unglazed rims or
in the more pretentious manner have
fine banded ring of subsequently fired
gold or coloured enamel to cover the
rim. ‘

Aside from such obvious causes of
distortion and complicated ways of
dealing with it, pots usually distort
either because they are made in disre-
gard of simple structural considera-
tions, orbecausethey are set inthe kiln
in such a way that their movement dur—
ing the firing distorts them. An unsup—
ported horizontal plane of any flexible
material will sag if it is thin enough.
This applies equally to an empty hot-
water bottle. a porcelain dinner plate.
and a bowl turned just—too-thin at the
foot. lfbroad enough and thin enough.
the plate needs more support than a
single foot—ring such as a clay prop in
the middle of the foot—ring. either left
in the turning or put in for firing and
removed later. Larger plates often have
two separate concentric foot-rings. If
any part of a pot is too thin to support
the weight above it, it will sag. A
spherical form is essentially [by its
form] stronger than a flat form. The
bottom of a porcelain pet will tend to
take the shape ofwhatever it sits on in
the firing. A warped shelf produces a

warped pot. If the heating is uneven
from side to side on a pot, it may well
lean into the fire and distort.

Perhaps it is unnecessary to state
any of these elementary principles.
They are quite constant and pre—
dictable. like gravity or rain on summer
weekends. Distortion is what the pot—
ter does or allows to happen. and has
nothing to do with malicious and
malevolent diinns which inhabit hot
kilns. Porcelain has an immense
shrinkage in the kiln during
vitrification. If the expansion rate of a
pot is different from that ofthe surface
on which it sits. e.g. a kiln shelf, the
pot necessarily slides or drags across
the shelf as it vitrifies. and again as it
cools. This is an important factor in
porcelain-firing which can cause con—
siderable distortion in the foot—ring for
it often catches on the shelf as it
shrinks. and twists out of shape. This
distortion is often transferred to the
rim, distorting it even more.

Further, because the vitrifying clay
will slightly fuse to the shelf. the con-
traction during vitrification or cooling
often pulls chips ofthe clay-body from
the circumference ofthe foot, leaving a

ragged and chipped edge to the bottom
of the pot. g

The way to avoid this distortion and
sticking-down is to fire each pot on a
separate disc of the same clay. as
porcelain—makers have done for cen-
turies. so that the pot does not slide
across the shelf. but the disc does in—
stead, The pot and the disc retain a
constant size relationship through
heating, vitrification and cooling. The
disc should be made ofthe same clay—
body as the pot. biscuit fired, and used
only once for pieces prone to distor—
tion. If the discs are thoroughly bat—
washed. there will be no sticking
down or tearn offchips from the feet.

Too much trouble. I have been told:
too fiddly for the artist—potter. What is
there to say in the end? If you want to
make vitrified translucent porcelain
you will have to do those things which
the technique requires. If you find it
too tiresome, then fire it lower, vitrify
it less. use alumina-matt glazes a it is
far less trouble. [for that matter, mak—
ing pets is altogether too much trou-
ble. and no one in his right mind, seek-
ing ease. would do it anyway. After all,
Woolworth's sell perfectly good plas—
tic plates 7 and who can tell the dif—
ference?

hand
sculpture

by Owen Mapp

“l have always whittled objects but
have been seriously carving ivory and
bone sculpture for four years. I con-
sider my work hand sculpture a to be
held and fondled.

Childhood associations with Maori
elders kindled my interest in Maori
culture and early Maori animistic be-
liefs have most influence on the design
motifs. I use only hand tools. Being a
firm conservationist I will not use
ivory or bone from commercially kil—
led whales.

Although I’ve exhibited at home and
abroad. I prefer to sell locally because
the opportunity my work provides for
dealing with interested people gives
me most enjoyment."

Owen and his wife. ceram ist A n neke
Borren, are at present travelling
through South and North America.
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Making porcelain bodies
by Adrian Cotter

The recent articles on porcelain by
John Reeve have given a compre-
hensive picture. and for those potters
interested in making their own por—
celain bodies, I have some notes on the
practical aspect of developing a body
with good translucency.

John Reeve suggests that bodies can
be developed using formulae and
analysis, but from my experience this
is not very satisafactory as some china
clays develop good translucency
whereas other china clays with similar
chemical analysis do not, Therefore
the best method seems to be through
trial and error experiment.

The first step then is to test as many
china clays as are at one‘s disposal for
their degree ofwhiteness when fired to
approximately 13(]t)°(‘.. It is possible to
develop porcelain that is fired both
higher and lower than “1300C. but i
think this temperature is a convenient
point for most potters.

The chemical analysis of the china
clay is not particularly important so
long as the iron content is not too high.
say 1% }*‘e20:; maximum. The al uinina-
silica ratio can vary widely from an
ideal china clay of 30% A1203, 48%
SiOg, to a fireclay of approximately
250/0 Alx. 650/0 Sl02.

Having selected the whitest china
clay the next step is to blend a test
batch to a rough recipe. say 30%
feldspar, 20% silica. 50% china clay, to
get some idea of the vitrification and
translucency of the body. To measure
the translucency it will be necessary to
make some test bars and for this pur-
pose I have made a small plaster of
Paris mould to take a slab of clay
measuring approximately 100 mm
long by 25 mm wide. tapering from 8
mm to 2 mm. When the test batch clay
is thoroughly mixed to a firm consis-
tency, a small piece is pressed into the
mould and levelled flat across the top.
It is then taken out and stood on its side
in a gentle curve so that it will stand on
edge. When fired its degree of trans—
lucency can be measured against any
other test bar by holding two tests side
by side and seeing at what thickenss of
clay the translucency is still apparent.
A good porcelain body will be translu—
cent right to its thickest end.

It will also be necessary to do some
tests to measure the warping of the
body and for this purpose I again use
the clay test mould, this time 1 slice the

slab in half lengthwise and lay it flat on
aboard to dry. it will probably curl up
at both ends during drying so it may be
necessary to turn it over from time to
time to keep it flat. When ready for
firing it is placed in the kiln with one
end resting on a piece of brick and the
other end hanging free. in the firing the
free end will probably droop and you
can compare the amount of sag from
one test to another. This is an impor—
tant test because as a porcelain body
becomes more translucent. it also he-
comes more glassy and vitreous and
more inclined to warp. l have had
some porcelain bowls come out of the

kiln as a completely flat disc firmly
glazed to the shelf on which they sat.

From your first fired test you should
be able to see which direction you
need to alter the body to develop max—
imum translucency. If the test is not
very translucent and not warping
much it will be necessary to increase
the feldspar content while keeping the
amount of silica constant. You could
go up to 40% feldspar 20% silica 40%
china clay. increasing the silica con-
tent retards the vitrification ofthe body
and therefore reduces the translucency
and the only reason for increasing the
silica is to make a compatible lit be—
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The dinner plates and casseroles are
made of a porcelain body similar to
the recipe mentioned in the article. i.e.
30% nepheline syenite
20% silica
48% Ultrafine china clay
2% Webb’s bentonite
The glaze is clear
20% Ultrafine china clay
42% potash feldspar
15% calcite
23% silica
decorated by a blue pigment made up
from
20% cobalt carbonate
20% white tin oxide
10% black manganese oxide
10% lQlC

5 % red iron oxide
35% ball clay
plus a little glycerine for easy brush-
ability, all ground fine with pestle and
mortar.

Some bowls are stoneware and some
porcelain, The stoneware body is

1 bag 25 kg Koclay GM 20”
1 bag 25 kg Huntly fireclay AF 30
1: bagJ 121: kg Hyde ball clay
10% potash feldspar

The dish left foreground is stone»
ware 18 l: inches diameter. black Ten—
moku glaze with Shino glaze trailed
over it. The large dish above is storie—
ware. white glaze. wax resist pattern

with blue washed over it. The square
platter is press moulded 22 inches
diameter, Coal Fly ash glaze, coloured
orangy-yellow turning greeny—black
where it has paddled. The recipe is
49% Coal Fly ash
22% potash feldspar
9% calcite
18% china clay — ”% rutile

The small bowl below is black with
white Shino trailed over it. The por-
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celain bowls are either blue and white
or brown decoration from iron pig—
ment under clear glaze. The iron pig-
ment is madefrom 90% iron scalefrom
a sand blasting factory plus 10% ben—
tonite calcined in biscuit chamber and
ballmilled for several hours until very
fine.

Koclay described in test.
Coal fly ash is a fine deposit as

found at More Mere power station.
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tween the body and the glaze. If the
silica content is too low. the glaze will
craze. so all your tests must be glazed
to get some idea of glaze fit and com—
patability. If the body is too low in
silica and you try increasing the silica
content of the glaze to overcome craz—
ing. you can run into a problem with
the glaze chittering on the edges of
pets. so its is best to maintain an ade-
quate level of silica in the body to pre-
vent crazing with a normal type of
glaze.

As far as the feldspar goes. it has
been my experience that a mixture of
soda and potash feldspars has more
fluxing power than a straight potash
feldspar without unduly increasing
the warping so a mixture of 50%
potash and 50% soda feldspars or
100% nepheline syenite is the best to
use. If nepheline syenite is used it will
be necessary to increase the silica con—
tent slightly because nepheline syen—
ite has a lower silica content than
feldspar.

As far as other fluxes are concerned.
calcite, dolomite or talc are not suita-
ble as the temperature range over
which they melt is too short and they
are therefore likely to induce sudden
slumping. They are more powerful
fluxes than feldspars as 1% ofcalcite is
equivalent to about 500 of feldspar. but
even 1% of calcite in a porcelain body
can be enough to cause sudden slump—
ing.

Fineness of silica is the next consid—
eration. and 200 mesh seems to be
good enough and finer ground silica
may even retard vitrification.

It is not necessary to ball mill the
clay batch. as simply mixing with a
high speed or low speed blunger is
adequate. Perhaps a high speed
blunger is more efficient, and it is cer—
tainly faster than the old fashioned
slow speed blunger. so I think it is pre-
ferable for mixing batches.

I have tried several New Zealand
china clays as a basis for a porcelain
body and some seem promising. but
unfortunately the range of commer—
cially available china clay is small.
Clays and Minerals produce a good
cheap china clay marketed as Koclay.
which will produce a good. white vit-
reous body but will not develop
enough translucency. Mt Somers
china clay is promising but is not av—
ailable commercially. New Zealand
China Clays produce three products
from basically the same source. These
are known as Tepene. Premium and
Ultrafine. The Tepene is 60% clay and
40% silica and will produce a good
porcelain. but is completely unworke
able due to the high silica content. The
Premium and Ultrafine are the same
except the Ultrafine is air floated and

the Premium is not and therefore does
not break down completely in blung-
ing. The Ultrafine is 95% clay and 5%
silica and is a very white firing clay
which develops good translucency. In
producing this clay it is treated with
sodium hexametaphosphate to aid in
particle dispersion during blunging
and when the powdered clay is packed
into bags. this chemical is still present
in the clay. Sodium hexametaphospate
is a defflocculant and cuts down the
water content of a plastic clay and also
makes the clay plastic. but at the same
time it unfortunately becomes floppy.
To counter this you add a tlocculant.
such as aluminium sulphate. approx—
imately 1/2°/o to the clay content of the
porcelain body. As the body is only
50% clay this would approximately 4
ozs per 100 lbs of body. More than this
can make the body fall apart.

Most porcelain bodies having got
down to a 40—50% clay content have
become unthrowable so it is normally
necessary to add bentonite to improve
this condition. Bentonite is not really
plastic. but it is sticky and fine grained
and helps bind the body together. Most
bentonites have a high iron content
and therefore tend to obscure translu-
cency and decrease the fired whiteness
of the body so the amount should not
exceed 3%. Wyoming bentonite is
considered to be the best available and
it is certainly plastic but it is also very
refractory and so retards vitrification
and translucency. Webb‘s New Zea-
land bentonite has a low iron content.
is quite plastic and suitable for inclu—
sion in a porcelain body. but it will
tend to bloat slightly ifthe body is near
the upper limits of vitrification.

Apart from bentonites. some china
clays are very plastic and some ball
clays are white firing. so it may be de—
sirable to include either or both of
these in a body.

An Australian china clay marketed
as Cresta China Clay from Puggoon. is
very white firing and plastic. and a
10% addition ofthis clay to a porcelain
body works wonders for its work-
ability. Some English ball clays (eg.
Devon ball clay) are very white firing
and plastic. and a 5% addition ofthese
to a body in place of some china clay
can improve throwability without
obscuring translucency too much.

Some china clays have a tendency to
form splits in the drying pots due to
expansion during drying and por-
celain bodies made from New Zealand
China Clay's Ultrafine clay have a ten—
dency to form spiral Cracks in cylin-
drical forms during drying. The cure
seems to be the inclusion of some
white firing ball clay or other china
clay or bentonite.

Some potters like to add some sort of

chemical to improve the plasticity.
like vinegar. hydrocholoric acid or
tannic acid. Of these vinegar has no
lasting effect. hydrochloric acid has a
weak effect and tannic acid is expen-
sive. A cheaper chemical sometimes
used in industry is sodium—ligno—
sulphanate which may be obtained
from firms manufacturing concrete
additives. This substance definitely
helps to sour or rot the body. but the
quantity added must be carefully con—
trolled. About 1/4 pint per 100 lbs of
body seems to be enough — too much
absolutely wrecks the clay.

However. having gone to all these
lengths to prepare your porcelain
body. I think the best way to improve
the plasticity is to wrap it up and leave
it for about a year before you use it. I
have read that some people like Daniel
Rhodes think that a few weeks is all
that is needed for a clay to age. but in
my experience porcelain clay that is a
year old is definitely superior to new
clay.

So to the subject of firing the per—
celain. and here again I have found a
definite firing schedule is best for de-
veloping maximum translucency.
This is a total firing time of approxi-
mately 24 hours taking 18 hours to get
to 1000C and a strictly oxidising at—
mosphere up to 1000°C. From then on
maintain a light reduction up to
1300.0 When maximum temperature
is reached. turn off the burners and
blow down the kiln to about 1000°C or
let it cool as rapidly as possible if you
are using natural draught. Then clamp
down the kiln and let it cool slowly to
cold. The reason for blowing down is
to hold the porcelain in shape at its
maximum vitrification without it
slumping due to a long vitrification at
maximum temperature. and also to
help prevent crazing. Ifthe wall thick-
ness of the pets is kept below about 5
mm translucency should be obviousin
ordinary daylight.

There is not much literature pub-
lished on making porcelain —the best
article I have read is by 08. Rye in
“Pottery in Australia” entitled “Por—
celain Bodies and Glazes”. and I can
recommend it to anyone keen to de—
velop his own porcelain bodies.

Making your own porcelain de—
mands considerable technical exper-
tise. but I think the finished article is
ample reward for the effort involved
and represents the pinacle of ceramic
achievement.

Adrian Cotter’s designs for a high
speed blunger will be published next
issue. Other potters with experience in
making porcelain may like to contri—
bute notes to increase our under—
standing of the subject. Ed.

New Zealand Potter
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Luke Adams in front of the shop in Colombo St and the coal fired bottle kiln in the
yard.

Times past
Many of us brought up in Christ-

church knew Luke Adams pottery be-
cause schoolroom clay models were
taken there for glazing and firing.
There were three colours to choose
from. honey brown, leaf green or blue;
or we remember the beautiful minia-
ture clay building bricks. The coal
fired bottle kiln in the yard was a south
Christchurch landmark. With its
scrubbed floor boards and counter. the
shop remained unchanged from the
time the pottery was established in
1881 in Colombo Street. Sydenham.
until comparatively recently.

Two generations Operated the fam-
ily business over 80 years. The surviv-
ing son of the founder. H.R. [Bert]
Adams. now in his 90th year. recalls

Photos: Lent by Bert Adams

that a small output of original colonial
wares was kept up.

“In the Vintage years. 1890-1920,
two throwers as well as Luke Adams
were kept busy supplying teapots, jugs
and household containers like beer
jars. demi johns. preserving jars. bread
and cheese crocks. Some ofthese items
were moulded or cast mostly to my
father‘s designs. In those days there
was a continuing business supplying
factories with storage jars. For
Haywood Bros pickles and Sharpe
Bros ginger beer, Luke Adams pro-
vided a jar with a bright glaze like
azure blue with a rubber stamp label
printed in ceramic ink under the glaze.
Sometimes the labels were simply im-
pressed with metal type on damp
clay.”
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Nineteen twenty was the end of an
era for domestic pottery because glass
vessels took the place of earthenware.
By 1925 when Bert Adams took over,
the business had gone back and he had
a struggle to get it back on its feet.
Production was varied and even in-
cluded small jars exported to Malaya
for the Tiger Balm ointment industry.
“In 1930 throwing ceased, I looked to
the growing electrical business and we
branched out into supplying ceramic
requirements for this industry. We
sought new clay supplies from the Mt
Somers pit belonging to South Canter—
bury Minerals which opened up at this
time. Previously our clay had come
from sources near Balclutha belonging
to the McSkimming family."

The hope expressed by Bert Adams
in his booklet “80 years ofLuke Adams
Ltd 1881—1961” —— “and now having
arrived at the company’s 80th An-
niversary, it can be said that we have a
soundly based and prosperous busi-
ness to pass on to our successors when
the time comes for the next generation
to take over. Let us hope it may long
survive k unfortunately did not
materialise and the pottery was bought
out and closed down in 1965 and de-
molished soon after. The moulds that
had been the mainstay of the domestic
ware business in the earlier period of
the firm‘s activity and even up to 1965
were still ranged on the shelves and
racks, were dumped.

Miss Annie Adams
Customers at the pottery shop will

well remember Miss Annie Adams
who for 25 years until her retirement
looked after the shop. Here she pres-
ided over shelves of jugs, teapots and
other household necessities, not
forgetting milk cletterers [glazed discs
that went in the milk warming pan to
prevent boiling over]. The well known
miniature ”kiddibricks” first pro-
duced in 1894 were dispensed from a
tub next to the counter.

There was a time when the rest ofthe
shop was occupied as living premises
and here Miss Annie would entertain
friends in an atmosphere quite the op—
posite of the rather spartan shop.

Luke Adams the founder died in
1918 leaving four sons who in varying
ways continued to contribute to the
business. When the company was
reorganised in 1939 Miss Adams was
appointed secretary. Although the
bulk production of domestic ware had
already declined a small output was
continued for sale in her shop.
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Salt glazing the nitty-gritty way
just about lost and gone forever now

is another old fashioned craft — the
firing ofa large industrial coal burning
salt glaze kiln. Recall those richly mot—
tled orange-peel-glazed succulent and
delicious drainpipes, traps and
“mushrooms”? The modern ones are
not salt glazed and are drab by com—
parison. Come to the last firing; grime
and soot, rich aromatic smells of burn-
ing: Westport bituminous coal caking
up like bubble gum. gently popping and
crackling in the front of the firebox
arch. Getting sweaty and dirty is a
thing of the past, especially if one is
employed by a boss — the union
wouldn’t have it. And what of the en—
vironment. Well that disgusting black
smoke and final drift of salt vapour
may just somehow have caused the
grass to grow greener and the birds to
sing louder under that innocent layer
ofbeautiful pure carbon. [Ifcarbon was
only white!) Economical too — not one
imported raw material.

Some kilns were round, some re—
ctangular, each with a dozen or so nar—
row deep fireboxes. Under black, rusty
tin roofed sheds they mouldered, with
a handsome tapered round or square
somewhat stubby brick stack, giving
the show away. The kiln wall thick-
ness was amazing, about a metre, a
seemingly waste ofbricks to my inno-
cent mind, especially since their im—
mensely wide crown arches were sel—
dom more than one brick thick. As for
size, they were like a small vaulted
church. Heavy steel bands with
mighty buckles held the round ones
together. The square kilns being
braced with heavy steel rails and screw
tie bats across the top. The older well-
used kilns bent their massive steel
supports with bulging walls of bricks
like strained muscles.

Amazing were the underground
works associated with each kiln. their
beautiful arched brick flue tunnels
leading from under the checkerwork
floor, to the stack base sometimes
many metres away. There were as
many bricks under as above ground
level. I know of places where knotted
tree trunks and roots and delicate ferns
pass around and through and inter-
mingle with ancient salt-glazed inter-
nal walls of kilns whose arches have
collapsed long ago. Such places are
sacred and I take only my non—violent
friends there. Multi—layered but simple
sprung arches abound in such kiln
architecture. The formal beauty of this
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unembellished brickcraft is inaccess—
ible to the eye and mind of the more
hurried generations.

The drain pipes were stacked floor to
crown arch, cheek-to—jowl in each kiln
setting up to three or four metres high
in the centre. Any gaps on top were
filled with the bends, junctions, traps
and other more delicate industrial
handcraft items. Some of these were
not so industrial either, rather more
T‘studio”. in the form of individual
thrown pots sneaked in by co—
operative workmen at the very last.
(Recall those early Len Castles?) A
brace of cones housed in a small clay
shelter completed the picture, with a
bung hole opposite left in the luted
brick door wicket.

Little mercy was spared during the
warming up when those induced—
draught fanned fires really got under
way. After 24—30 hours the firemouths
were slicked right over by each stoking
of coal. This caused all draught to
enter Via the firebars now farming the
coke to a searing incandescence.

On the 8 hour shifts one man was
expected to handle all fires, maybe a
dozen of them. Woe betide an unfortu-
nate if he left behind him. poorly burn-
ing clinkered up fires. Out with the
heavy iron slice bar with sweat rolling
offsinged legs and arms. On big kilns
it was always teamwork. Sometimes
the coal was rubbishy. full of slate and
dross. Each stone was potential clinker
trouble. At 3 am. in the halfiight you‘d
just stoke on as best you could with the
prospect of a cuppa coming up soon.

When working up heat the telltale
ghosty glow down the vertical damper
slot at the stack base was always excit-

Barry Brickell

ing to my youthful eye. It was a dream
world down there with tunnel bricks
aglow like pink ices. It was good too if
the induced draught fans were
switched off and one could at last

(enjoy the peace of the gently rushing
air sucking into the stray gap, or the
faint boomn of the flames in the
fiues.

just before salting, the barrow was
filled and iron-rods made ready. I
would follow behind timorously as the
fireman placed each shovel ofsalt deep
into the glowing mouth of the
shallow-burnt fires. Smartly he would
throw on a shovel of coal to block the
mouth again. On cones down. a test
ring might be drawn. then she’s clam-
med up and the damper is set.

In later days the heat—drenched kilns
were cruelly chill—cooled with scream—
ing mobile electric fans parked in front
ofthe wicket and firebox. At one place
they even tried oil—burning in the coal
boxes, with bars removed. Now the rot
has fully set in. Its all neat and tidy
with gas or oil fired automatic tunnel
installations, white coats and formica
staff cafeteria.

No doubt one can still explore and
find a disused kiln maybe with stack
and fines intact. A small boy’s paradise
are those meandering tunnels. Even
the ash dump is a rich place — a gold
mine of clinker jewellery. It was the
interior walls and arches of these old
salt-glaze kilns which was so captivat—
ing. The evidence of fire and heat in
the sparkle and spangle of myriads of
glaze droals in the torchlight, the
infinite range of iron glaze colours and
the dignity of dry humoured work,
work, work with the nitty gritty.
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McSkimming's brick and pipen‘orks (Ii Benhor. Olugo. (IS it looked in 1920. These photographs are from the Company's historical
records
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RECENT

Decorated plate by Howard Williams from his exhibition at
Alicat Gallery, Auckland

Containers for indoor plants, was the theme for
Morse's work at Country Arts, Muriwai

an exhibition of Tui

Page 36

From an exhibition of porcelain at
Media, Wellington the work ofHenrietta
Hume, above, and Keith Blight

Photos: Ans Westra

photographs of recent work
Good photographs are welcomed for

our exhibition pages. Prints for repro-
duction are best made on a black and
white unglazed, glossy single weight
paper. An average size is about 5 in-
ches across.

New zealand Potter

Rosemarie and Roger Brittnin assembling work for their exhibition at Alicat Gallery.
Auckland. His are the big pieces, hers the small, where she is working in porcelain
extending her subject “wings"

photos: Larry Olive

Pottery in Australia published by the
Potters Society ofAustralia $5 from 48
Darlinghurst. NSW 2010.
Ceramic Review 17a Newburgh St,
London Wt produced by the
Craftsmen Potters Association OfGreat
Britain. £5.50 (6 issues).

PUBLICATIONS
Craft Australia in full colour is the
only magazine solely devoted to craft
activity in Australia, is published by
the Crafts Council of Australia, 27
King Street, Sydney, N.S.W. Australia
and costs $10 for four issues.

Glaze Recipe Book
The Ceramic Review Book ofglaze re-
cipes contains over 100 well tried and
tested recipes from professional pot-
ters for oxidised and reduced stone-
ware, earthenware, porcelain, raku,
saltglaze as well as for more exotic ex-
periments with Egyptian Paste and
lustre glazes.
‘Glaze Recipes‘ is the first of a series of
handbooks prepared by Ceramic Re-
view, from Ceramic Review Books, 17a
Newburgh St. London W1 US$194.

to subscribers
Four rises in costs in a year through

increases in paper and printing
charges, and now postage, means that
subscriptions must be raised. N.Z. Pot-
ter will therefore be $4.00 pa from
1978. If you take out a subscription
through the year state the volume you
wish to start with. If its number 2 pay
another half subscription to bring you
in line with annual subscriptions for
which there is a reminding renewal
slip in the second volume each year.

correction
Frank Sharpley‘s pugmill. Vol 19/1

page 16, for plug read lug throughout.
Page 36 “Over hard clay will make the
belt slip". Not best slip. Apologies to
author and mystified readers.



“Leach” Kick Wheels :: Power Wheels :: Banding Wheels M I E 'm

tom&jill barton
....;9$c(....

lSO Korori Rd Wellington 5 Tel 769-126 after hours 768-414

SEABOABD IOINEBY llll
“Authorised Manufacturers of LEACH Potters’ Wheels”

151 Marua Road
Phones PO. Box 11-035
594-264 Ellerslie
599-571 Auckland 5.

From an exhibition ol‘ porrreluin Photo: Ans Westru



W.D.McGREGOR Ltd.
118 Stoddard Road,
Mt Roskill,
Auckland, NZ.
Phone 699-619.

Makers of Top and Front Loading Kilns.
- Suppliers of kiln furniture.
° Temperature Controllers and Indicators.
° Spares and Accessories readily available.

Prompt Delivery and Service.

MANUFACTURERS OF POTTERY KILNS SINCE 1946.
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(:3 TEE CONNOISS UR"
(1’ ,w 5'3”?'1} Dunedin’s Home of Fine Pottery and Handcr‘
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263 GEORGE ST. DUNEDIN.

9.30AM — 5.00PM
MDN.TUES.THURS.FRID.
9.30AM — 7.00PM

EQIIEB§:(T0P—BDTT0M)
NOELINE MCKEEN

' JIM GREIG
‘ BRIAN GARTSIDE

PATTI MEADS
‘ LINDSAY BEDOGNI

"The urge to create is latent in
all of us. It is a very vital
part of our lives which we can-
not afford to neglect. For the
very young child clay is a
material to be squeezed,poked,
squashed,rolled,torn apart and
thumped together again. Through
this opportunity of exploration
the child will be launched on
an exciting voyage of discovery.
Manipulative skills will
gradually emerge which will
enable clay to be used as a
means of making images and
conmunicating ideas, thus stim-
ulating imagination and
invention. Age and experience
will bring their measure of

‘ sophistication to the activity
but the pleasure and satisfaction
through all levels of development,
can be very rewarding. There is
no upper or lower age limit for
those interested in experimenting
with clay. There are no absolute
standards to be aimed at. The
voyage of discovery is
continuous."

IMAGINATIVE POTTERY
DAVID HARVEY

Main Highway,
PO. BOX I7I
PARAPARAUMU

We are proud to display
for your enjoyment and
pleasure the work of
many New Zealand Crafts—
people of quality and
integrity - seen in an
atmosphere that is in
harmony with the crafts-
man's creative expression.
- that is what we are
aiming for at SPECTRUM

CONE 5 SEE FOR YOURSELF.

NEW VISION
craft centre

(ESTABLISHED 1957)

I 8 HIS MAJESTY'S ARCADE,
QUEEN STREET, AUCKLAND 1.

The first craft shop in New Zealand to specialise
exclusively in New Zealand crafts. We sometimes
may not have the largest collection, but we do
always have a selection of the highest standard and
very best quality available.

ALSO IN THE ARCADE:
NEW VISION CALLE RY
New Zealand graphics, paintings and sculpture.

NEW VISION BOUTIQUE
featuring exclusive handcrafted garments and
accessories.

When visiting
Auckland
remember

Garls
the craft shop

3 St Heliers Bay Rd.
St. Heliers
Auckland.

forthe best availablein all crafts
—— pottery, woodware, silver
jewellery, weaving and baskets
open Friday late night and also
Saturdays 9am. to 4pm. phone
557-793”



CCG Industries Ltd ..
Can Sup ly
NewZea andStoneware
and Earthenware
Prepared Clays.
We are stockists of top quality New Zealand calys processed by Potters Clays Ltd of Nelson.
5 grades readily available all with excellent plasticity & throwing properties.

RMK ll — smooth grey stoneware body admirably suited for domestic ware, etc.
. GB2 — a slightly sandy grey/buff textured stoneware clay suited for larger pieces.

HGB — variation of the G82 incorporating Huntly grog.
E1 — sandy, terra Cotta earthenware body, ideally suited for planters, etc.
RKF — reddish buff earthernware clay for all domestic ware.

All clays available in 25 kg poly-lined multiwall paper bags from our Newmarket warehouse.
Direct rail indent from Nelson can be arranged. Details on application.

Cowley Cone-Drive
ElectricWheel

9"
.4

‘9
9'

07
‘

Cowley Cone-Drive Electric Wheel
Variable speed — O — 250 RPM 1A: H.P. electric motor 220-240
volt compact and comparatively light (28 kg).
Price $210 F.O.R. Auckland.
C.C.G. Industries Ltd offer afull range of products forthe craft
potter, please write for our free catalogue.

CCGIndustriesLtd
PO Box 3724 Auckland Telephone 549-758/548-208

EVERYTHING FOR THE POTTER, Please write for our free catalogue

'5 'v.

’PfiblSM‘flN
POTTERS SUPPLIES CO. LTD.,
PO. BOX 36074,
NORTHCOTE,
AUCKLAND 9 NZ.

"wills!5mm
SlflB

BflllER
FACTORY NOW AT:

171 Archers Rd
Takapuna

Full range of potters’
supplies

Agents for:
HARRISON MAYER
ENGLAND

designmark
Awarded for excellence in design

FOR THE TALISMAN
POTTERS’ SIEVE

Price $30 with one screen of your choice. Extra screens $3.50
each.

Screens are stainless steel, rubber rimmed. Available in Mesh
40, 60. 80 100, 120, 160 and 200 to the inch.

Write for free leaflets on:
the Talisman slab roller

the Talisman potters’ sieve
the Talisman standard wheel

the new Talisman Cadet wheel



‘I‘IOUR INITIAL INTEREST FOR
FIRINGWith Natural Gas can
now become a realityl’lmsomi
Arum Products offer you a kilnwith newer refractories and
this means greater economy.We’d likeyoutokowour ready—made
kilns are nomore expen— ,
sive thanbuildingyour
own 8: extra chambers
can beadded at little extra
cost. Arum Kilnsare specially

designed forpottery
and are fully guaranteed.

arum
PRODUCTS
PO Box 30349 Lower H utt.

Contact us forfull details &we will supply you with a special article on gas firing.

‘ mrrmvru ‘

Yours is the potteI’s skill, the love, the enthusiasm . . . but
without the very best materials, all your care can come to nought.

Why risk disappointment? Interpret your craft with materials
that match the quality you'work for. Smith & Smith supply only
the finest . . . and our staff are all dedicated to advise and help in
any way.

Prepared Clays Locally produced and imported earthenware
and stoneware, a variety of colours and textures.

Raw Materials China clays, flints, quartz, feldspars, etc.
Opacifiers, colouring oxides and carbonates.

Fritts Lead bi-silicate, Borax F‘ritts, Alkaline Fritts.
Glazes Transparent, opaque and coloured, for stoneware and

earthenware.
Stains for decorating slips, and glazes.
Tools of metal, bamboo and wood, brushes, sieves, etc.
Electric Kilns frontloading, and toploading.
Kilnfurniture and Pyrometers
Powerwheels, Kickwheels, Whirlers
Corks & Wine taps, teapot handles

Plus many other items tried and tested by our own potters. Write
for our flee brochures and-price list — Smith & Smith Ltd are also
the NZ. agents for Wengers materials for craft pottery.

North Island All pottery supplies: 73 Captain Springs Rd, Box 709 Te Papapa, Auckland. Ph. 661-249.
South Island Pottery, Metal Enamelling, China Painting: Box 22-496, 213 Tuam St, Christchurch Ph. 64—649.



Screenprinfi 6
Ceramic Sugglies

Limited
5 Rutherford St LOWER HUTT POBOX 30-180Tel 699-588

All Requirements ForThe Potter
Chemicals Glazes Clays Kilns

N.Z. Agents for Harrison Mayer Ltd, Stoke-on-Trent, England.
NA. Sub»agents:

Dunedin Timbercrar‘t. 42 Filleul Street, Proprietors: Helen & Nigel Shearer. Tel. 76—514.
Christchurch: South Pacific Ceramics, 9 Nursew Road, Prop. Roger Balson Tel, 50-851,
Nelson: Whytes (Nelson) Ltd, 93 Collingwood St. Prop. Bari Whyte. Tel 87—288.
Hastings: Allan Baldwin Ltd, Main Street, Hastings, Prop. Allan Baldwin. Tel. 87—288.
New Plymouth: Tingeys Ltd, Curry St. Art Dept. Mrs Shirley Landridge. Tel. 5699.
Auckland: The Talisman Potters Supply Co. Ltd, 171 Archers Rd, Northcote 9. Prop. Ron Vine. Tel. 480—735.

bottles by Carol Wilson

Peter Sinclair's

AIiCOT Gallery finepottery @®WMW MEWS?
Open 7 Days at Muriwai Beach.

52 Jervois Rd. Ponsonbv, Auckland. Phone 769-874 Just outside Auckland. Phone 69R Waimauku.

Cobcraft — Pottery Equipment

POWER WHEELS
KICK WHEELS
BENCH WHIRLERS
TURNING TOOLS Stainless Steel Looped
Jet Burners for oil fired Kilns

Our range is being constantly added to

COBCRAFT: Lamb and Son, Engineers
94 King St., Rangiora
North Canterbury.
Phone 7379



PENNY- FARTHING
CRAFT CENTRE & GALLERY

New Zealand made
. handcrafts

DUDLEY STREET
LOWER HUTT

EASTERLY
The Cottage crott
shop
Ocean Beach Road.
Tuiruu
specialising in
garden pots

0 Put Boyes
PO Box 120

Phone 526

Several Arts
Gallery (9“ Showroom

809 COLOMBO STREET CHRISTCHURCH
NEW ZEALAND

P.O. BOX 593 TELEPHONE 79-006

Specialising in New Zealand Art (’9‘ Handcraft:

POTTERY PERFUME CRAFTS TOYS

35a Camp Street P,O_ Box 90 ;
(opp. O‘Connell‘s Hotel)
Oueenstown. NZ. Telephone 1054
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GbENVIS‘l’A
GALLERY

36 MAIN RD. TAWA CPHONE 6980 TWA

distinctive pottery,
art and handcrafts

"TEMPTHTIONS"
THUPO

beautiful pots — fine crafts

Heu Heu St
Phone 2515

the mill
Visit Auckland’s first hand craft
cooperative, in the old Brown’s Mill
where you will find a wide selection.

pottery by Simon & Tineke Engelhard
Frank & Tina Finan
Renton & Rosie Murray
8: Barbara Skelton

durham lane, auckland 1 friday & saturday

PUG MILLS
$250

Manufactured by STAN LAY

for further information write
6 Exmoor St

Havelock North.

THE
SEARCH
FOR
98fi'éll
IlnDS v

. THE

LEO VAN HELDEN
GALLERY
MAIN
ROAD
DAYS
BAY
WELLINGTON
OPEN
SEVEN
DAYS
A
WEEK
TELEPHONE
62-8191
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